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On the possible enhancement of the magnetic field
by neutrino reemission processes in the mantle
of a supernova
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Urca neutrino reemission processes under the conditions in the mantle
of a supernova with a strong toroidal magnetic field are investigated. It
is shown that P-parity violation in these processes can be manifested
macroscopically as a torque that rapidly spins up the region of the
mantle occupied by such a field. Neutrino spin-up of the mantle can
strongly affect the mechanism of further generation of the toroidal field,
specifically, it can enhance the field in a small neighborhood of the
rigid-body-rotating core of the progenitor star. ©1999 American In-
stitute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00105-X#

PACS numbers: 97.60.Bw, 95.30.Cq

The problem of the shedding of the mantle in an explosion of a type-II superno
still far from a complete solution.1 It is known that in several seconds after the collap
of a presupernova an anomalously high neutrino flux with typical luminositiesL;1052

ergs/s is emitted from the neutrinosphere, which is approximately of the same size
remnant of the collapse~core!.2 In principle, such a neutrino flux could initiate a proce
leading to the shedding of the mantle as a result of the absorption and scatter
neutrinos neutrinos by nucleons and thee1e2 plasma of the medium.3 However, detailed
calculations in spherically symmetric collapse models have shown that such proces
too weak for mantle shedding.4 In a magnetorotational model,5 mantle shedding is initi-
ated by the outward pressure of a strong toroidal magnetic field generated by the
ential rotation of the mantle with the core’s primary poloidal magnetic field frozen int
Indeed, as calculations show,6 a toroidal fieldB0;1015–1016 G is generated in;1 s
during millisecond periods rotation in a poloidal fieldB;1012–1013 G. We note that the
model of Ref. 5 contains a fundamental limit on the energy of the toroidal field~it cannot
exceed the kinetic energy of the ‘‘core1 shell’’ system! and therefore on the maximum
field itself.

In the present letter we investigate the possibility that this magnetic field ‘‘fro
in’’ the mantle is enhanced as result of elementary neutrino reemission processes
ring in the mantle. We assume the mantle in the vicinity of the neutrinosphere to be
(T; several MeV! and quite dense~though transparent to neutrinos,r;1011–1012

g/cm3) medium consisting of free nucleons ande1e2 plasma. Under these conditions th
dominant neutrino reemission processes are the Urca processes:
3650021-3640/99/69(5)/6/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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p1e2→n1ne , ~1!

n1e1→p1 ñe , ~2!

n1ne→p1e2, ~3!

p1 ñe→n1e1 ~4!

~we note thatb decay is statistically suppressed in such a medium!. The basic idea of this
letter is as follows. In an external magnetic field, neutrinos are emitted and abs
asymmetrically with respect to the direction of the magnetic field as a result of P-p
violation in the processes~1!–~4!.7 Therefore a macroscopic torque spinning up t
mantle can arise in a toroidal field. It is known8 that for an equilibrium neutrino distri-
bution function such a neutrino-recoil momentum must be zero. However, the supe
region under consideration is nonequilibrium for neutrinos, so that the torque that
in it is different from zero. Moreover, as we shall show below, the torque can be
enough to change substantially the distribution of the angular rotational velocities o
mantle in the region filled with a strong magnetic field over the characteristic neut
emission times. According to the equation governing the generation of a toroidal fie6 a
large change in the gradient of the angular velocities in this region can lead to red
bution of the magnetic field~specifically, enhancement of the field in a small neighb
hood of the rigid-body-rotating core!.

A quantitative estimate of the effect follows from the expression for the ener
momentum transferred by neutrinos to a unit volume of the mantle per unit time

dPa

dt
5

1

V E )
i

dni f i )
f

dnf~12 f f !
uSi f u2

T
ka , ~5!

wheredni anddnf are, respectively, the number of initial and final states in an elem
of the phase volume,f i and f f are, respectively, the distribution functions of the initi
and final particles,ka is the neutrino momentum, anduSi f u2/T is the squaredS-matrix
element per unit time. It is of interest to calculate the latter under our conditions, s
as far as we know, the Urca processes~1!–~4! have been previously studied for relative
weak9 (B&me

2/e) and very strong10 (B;mp
2/e) fields. Assuming that thee1e2 plasma

mainly occupies only the lowest Landau level (me&A2eB, whereme is the chemical
potential of the electrons!, we obtained the following expression for the squaredS-matrix
element summed over all proton Landau levels and the polarizations of the final pa
and averaged over the polarizations of the initial particles:

uSi f u25
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18ga
2~11s!@~pk!2~pw̃k!#, ~7!
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whereua5(1,0,0,0),B5(0,0,B), andd (3) is a delta function of the energy, momentu
in the direction of the magnetic field, and one transverse component of the mome
which are conserved in the reactions; (pk)5«v2p3k3 , pa5(«,p) andka5(v,k) are
the 4-momenta of the electron and neutrino,Q'

2 is the square of the momentum transf
transverse to the magnetic field in the reactions~1! and ~3! @with the corresponding
substitutionsp→2p andk→2k in the crossing reactions~2! and~4!#, w̃ab5F̃ab /B is
the dimensionless dual magnetic-field tensor,s561 is the projection of the proton spi
on the direction of the magnetic field,n is the summation index over the proton Land
levels,T V5T LxLyLz is the normalization four-volume,ga is the axial constant of the
nucleonic current,GF is the Fermi constant, anduc is the Cabibbo angle. We note that
the limit of a strong magnetic field, when the protons occupy only the ground La
level, expressions~6! and ~7! agree with the result obtained previously in Ref. 10.

Analysis shows Urca processes are the fastest reactions in our medium, an
transfer the medium into a state ofb equilibrium in;1022 s. Therefore we employed th
condition ofb equilibrium and singled out in the expression for the energy–momen
transfer to the shell~5! the separate contributions from processes involving neutrinos~1!,
~3! and antineutrinos~2!, ~4!:

dPa
(n,ñ)

dt
5E d3k

~2p!3
kaS 11expS 2v1m (n,ñ)

T D D K (n,ñ)d f (n,ñ). ~8!

Hered f (n,ñ) is the deviation of the distribution function from the equilibrium functio
K (n,ñ) is the ~anti! neutrino absorption coefficient, defined as

K (n,ñ)5
1

V E )
i

dni f i )
f

dnf~12 f f !
uSi f u2

T
, ~9!

where the integration extends over all states except the neutrino states in the react~3!
and antineutrino states in the reaction~4!, respectively. As follows from Eq.~8!, actually,
the momentum transferred to the medium is different from zero only if the neu
distribution function deviates from the equilibrium distribution.

To calculate the absorption coefficientK (n,ñ) we assumed that the ultrarelativist
e1e2 plasma occupies only the ground Landau level, while the protons occupy
many levels~the dimensionless parameterd5eB/mpT is much less than one!. We also
used the fact that at the densities under consideration the nucleonic gas is Boltzm
and nonrelativistic. Then, dropping terms;d, we can write expression~9! in the form

K (n,ñ)5
GF

2cos2uc eB N(n,p)

2p
~~113ga

2!2k3 /v•~ga
221!!

3S 11expS 6~me2n !2v

T D D 21

, ~10!

whereNn , Np , mn , andmp are, respectively, the densities and masses of the neut
and protons,D5mn2mp , andv and k3 are, respectively, the neutrino energy and t
neutrino momentum in the direction of the magnetic field.

For further calculations we employed the neutrino distribution function in the m
of a spherically symmetric collapse of a supernova in the absence of a magnetic fi11
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This is a quite good approximation when the region occupied by the strong magnetic
is smaller than or of the order of the neutrino mean-free path. By strong we mean a
in which thee1e2 plasma occupies only the ground Landau level:eB*me

2 . In the model
of Ref. 6 the region occupied by such a field is no greater than several kilometers in
and we estimate the neutrino mean-free path in this region as

l n.4 km•~B/4.431016G!21~r/531011g/cm3!21. ~11!

Therefore the magnetic field cannot strongly alter the neutrino distribution function
our approximation is quite correct.

As calculations of the components of the energy–momentum~8! transferred to the
medium during neutrino reemission showed, the radial force arising is much weake
the gravitational force and cannot greatly influence the mantle dynamics. Howeve
force acting in the direction of the magnetic field can change quite rapidly the distrib
of the angular velocities in the region occupied by the strong magnetic field. The de
of this force can be represented as

Ii
(tot)5Ii

(n)1Ii
( ñ)5N @~3^m2&n21!I ~a!e2a1~3^m2&ñ21!I ~2a!#, ~12!

^m2&5S E m2 v f d3kD S E v f d3kD 21

,

where m is the cosine of the angle between the neutrino momentum and the r
direction, and

I ~a!5E
0

`

y3~ey2a11!21dy, a5me /T.

In deriving Eq.~12! we made the standard assumption that the local distribution func
factorizes in a medium that is sufficiently transparent to neutrinos:f (n,ñ)

5f (n,ñ)(v/Tn)F (n,ñ)(r ,m), whereTn is the neutrino spectral temperature.1 To estimate
the force in the diffusion region we assumed thatTn.T and chosef (n,ñ)(v/Tn)
5exp(2v/Tn). We determined the dimensional parameterN in expression~12! as

N 5
GF

2cos2uc

~2p!3

ga
221

3
eBT4NN

.4.531020~dynes/cm3!S T

5 MeVD 4S B

4.431016G
D S r

531011g/cm3D , ~13!

whereNN5Nn1Np is the total nucleon density.

The force~12! was estimated numerically in the diffusion region of the supern
atmosphere for typical~excluding the field! values of the macroscopic parameters for t
region: T55 MeV, B54.431016 G, r5531011 g/cm3. For these valuesa.3, ^m2&n

.^m2&ñ.0.4 ~Ref. 11!, and the density of the forces in the direction of the field can
estimated from Eq.~12! as

Ii
(tot).Ii

(n).N . ~14!
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We note that the angular acceleration produced by the torque exerted by such a f
large enough to spin up the region of the mantle containing a strong magnetic fie
typical velocities of fast pulsars (P0;1022 s) in a characteristic time;1 s. In our
opinion, this result is of interest in itself and can serve as a basis for a numb
applications. However, we shall give a qualitative discussion of only one possible m
festation of this result — the effect of such a fast spin-up of the mantle on the fu
generation of the toroidal magnetic field. Indeed, if the modification of the gradient o
angular velocities of the mantle is large, the toroidal magnetic field in the mant
subsequent times will vary according to a law that is different from the linear la6

Analysis of the equation governing the generation of a toroidal field with allowance
the force~14!, which is linear in this field, leads to the conclusion that its growth in ti
is much faster~exponential! in the quite small region in which the force acts (eB*me

2).
However, the main source of energy of the magnetic field, just as in the case when
is no force, is the kinetic energy of the rigid-body-rotating core. Thus the force~14! can
lead to a peculiar rearrangement of the region occupied by the strong field: Specifi
with virtually no change in energy, the magnetic field can become concentrated
narrower spatial region and can therefore have in that region higher intensities, on
age, than in the absence of the spin-up force. We note that the effect under discuss
strongly influence the mantle-shedding process and also the mechanism leading
formation of an anisotropicg-ray burst in the explosion of a supernova with a rapid
rotating core.12 However, in order to perform detailed calculations of the generation
toroidal field, the enhancement of the field on account of the ‘‘neutrino spin-up,’’ and
effect of this enhancement on the indicated processes, it is necessary to analy
complete system of MHD equations, which lies far outside the scope of the present
and is a subject of a separate investigation. Qualitative estimates show that ma
fields B;1017 G can be generated by the above-described mechanism in a small n
borhood;1 km of a rapidly rotating core (P0;531022 s), and this region decrease
with increasing period.

In summary, we have shown that Urca neutrino reemission processes can pr
in the region of the mantle that is filled with a strong toroidal magnetic field, ang
accelerations which are sufficiently large as to greatly influence the mechanism of fu
generation of the field. Specifically, such rapid redistribution of the angular velocities
enhance the field in a small neighborhood of the rigid-body-rotating core of a proge
star.
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Excitation of tantalum-181 nuclei in a high-temperature
femtosecond laser plasma

A. V. Andreev, R. V. Volkov, V. M. Gordienko, P. M. Mikheev,
A. B. Savel’ev,* E. V. Tkalya, O. V. Chutko, and A. A. Shashkov
International Laser Center, Department of Physics, and Scientific-Research Institute
of Nuclear Physics, M. V. Lomonosov Moscow State University, 119899 Moscow, Ru

A. M. Dykhne
Troitsk Institute of Innovational and Thermonuclear Studies, 142092 Troitsk,
Moscow Region, Russia

~Submitted 25 January 1999!
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The excitation of nuclei in a laser plasma is observed. Gamma rays
from the radiative decay of the isomeric level 9/22 ~6.238 keV! 181Ta
in a high-temperature femtosecond Ta laser plasma are detected.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00205-4#

PACS numbers: 52.20.Jm, 52.25.Nr, 23.20.Lv, 27.70.1q

1. The possibility of observing the excitation of low-lying nuclear levels in a plas
produced by irradiating a solid-state target with an intense laser pulse has been
discussion now for more than 20 years.1–8 Both the nuclear excitation process itself a
the diagnostics and spectroscopy not only of the low-lying nuclear levels but also o
plasma are of interest. The main mechanisms responsible for the excitation of such
~with energy less than 20 keV! in a laser plasma are considered to be photoexcitation
the characteristic x rays of the plasma,2 inelastic scattering of the plasma electron5

inverse internal conversion,1 and some others.5,6 Few experimental attempts have be
made to observe the excitation of nuclei in plasmas,3,4 and these attempts wer
unsuccessful.5 The difficulties are due to the fact that the efficiency of the excitat
process using nanosecond laser pulses is low because of the low electron temperat
low density of the plasma.

In the present letter we report the experimental observation of the excitatio
nuclei in a dense high-temperature plasma produced by a femtosecond pulse f
low-lying isomeric level 9/22 ~6.238 keV! 181Ta.

2. The possibility of efficient excitation using an ultraintense subpicosecond
pulse with an on-target intensity of the order of 1016 W/cm2 was first pointed out in
Ref. 7 for the excitation of the 1.561 keV level of the isotope201Hg. Further analysis
showed that the excited level of201Hg decays by electronic internal conversion follow
by deexcitation in the electronic subsystem via Koster–Kronig and Auger proce
Thus the effect can be detected experimentally only from the emergence of electron
UV radiation.

A simpler approach uses stable isotopes with a first level lying above 5 keV, w
3710021-3640/99/69(5)/6/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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possess smaller electronic internal conversion coefficients, so that there is a high
ability that the nuclear excitation will decay via emission of ag ray.8 The fact that the
typical lifetimes of such isomeric levels are longer than the x-ray emission time o
plasma~the latter does not exceed 2–3 ps in the region of photon energies above 5!
makes it possible to detectg rays using time-resolved methods.

We chose as the object of investigation the stable isotope181Ta. We proceeded from
the following considerations: 1! 100% isotope content in the natural sample; 2! relatively
high energy of the first excited level 6.238 keV; 3! the lifetime ;6 ms, making it
possible to implement easily the time-resolved method using a standard NaI~Tl! scintil-
lation detector; and, 4! the possibility of performing comparative experiments with a
sample~the natural mixture of the stable isotopes of W makes it possible to obta
plasma whose characteristics are virtually identical to a Ta plasma!.

Preliminary estimates of the efficiency of different channels of excitation of the 92

~6.238 keV! level of the isotope181Ta are presented in Ref. 8. Specifically, excitation d
to the hot electronic component with electron temperature 3–10 keV, which is ach
in a femtosecond plasma with laser radiation intensities 1016–1017 W/cm2, was studied.
The nonstationary nature of the plasma and the Doppler broadening of the nuclea
are taken into account systematically. These estimates show that the effect can b
istically detected in the singleg-ray counting mode.

3. The experimental arrangement is displayed in Fig. 1. The radiation from a
tosecond dye laser~wavelength 600 nm, pulse duration 200 fs! was focused on the targe
M by an objective lensL, which gave an intensity of~1–5)31016 W/cm2 with F/6
focusing. The x rays andg rays from the plasma were detected through the exit windo
~100mm thick beryllium foils! of the cell using two NaI~Tl! scintillation x-ray detectors
D1 andD2 with an FÉU-119 photomultiplier. The signal from theD2 detector was fed
into a charge-sensitive amplifier and detected using an analog-to-digital converter~ADC!,
yielding in each laser shot information about the total yield of x radiation from
plasma in the regionE.3 keV. The signal from the detectorD1 either entered along a
similar channel into a different ADC input~in this case the detector was also equipp
with additional x-ray filtersf ) or was detected, through a 50V load, by a digital oscil-
lograph with 10 ns time resolution. The total time resolution of such a channel
determined by the characteristic emission time of a NaI~Tl! scintillator, equal to 255 ns.9

This detector provided a detection solid angle of 0.07 sr~the target-to-D1 distance was
about 5 cm!.

FIG. 1. Experimental arrangement (C is the vacuum chamber!.
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The radioactive sourceS(55Fe sample, emitting 5.9 keV MnKa1,2 x rays! served for
calibrating theD1,2 detectors. Assuming the signal at the output of the scintilla
detector to be a linear function of the x-ray energy, we determined for a 6.238
gamma ray the average amplitude of the output signal to be 2.0 meV with HWHM o
mV.

4. The basic features of the typical experimental implementation in the t
resolved mode, which are characteristic for both types of targets, are as follows:~i! a ;5
V pulse, determined by the plasma x rays and decaying to a level below 5 mV w
delay of t;3 ms relative to the time of plasma ignition;~ii ! a ;2 mV ‘‘noise’’ compo-
nent with t;3 ms, greatly exceeding the intrinsic noise of the detector (,0.2 mV) and
decaying gradually with characteristic time;100ms. The presence of a large-amplitud
pulse prevents analysis for delay timest,3 ms, which were excluded from the analysi
The noise signal is due to the slow afterglow components of the scintillator.9

To estimate the probability of detecting a gamma ray against the background
noise signal, a control experiment was performed with a W target. In this experim
besides x rays from the plasma, x rays from the sourceS were incident on the detecto
D1. The amplitude distribution of the pulses obtained from 100 time series is disp
in Fig. 2. On the basis of the activity of the sourceS, we were able to detect 1350 x-ra
photons, but a substantial fraction of these photons give pulses with amplitude les
1 mV and are not detected against the noise background. The excess number of ‘‘e
~pulses with amplitude greater than 3 mV! in the presence of the sourceS is about 700.
Thus the probability of detecting a 5.9 keV x-ray photon as an event exceeds 50%
experiments. The corresponding probability should be higher for 6.238 keV gamma

5. The experiment was performed with two targets — Ta and W. In addition, s
time series were obtained with an additional filterf, consisting of a 300mm aluminum
foil ~Ta 1 f ), on the detectorD2. Such a filter attenuates the 6-keV radiation by a fac
of 1000 with the total signal at the detector decreasing by approximately a factor of 3
this reason, the time series obtained in this case should not contain gamma rays fr

FIG. 2. Distribution of the numberN of counts versus the pulse heightU. Light columns — W target with an
Fe-55 source, dark columns — no source.
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isomeric transition from the level 9/22 ~6.238 keV! into the ground state of the181Ta
nucleus.

To equalize the noise level for the Ta and W targets, only the time series c
sponding to a fixed range of values of the total yield of x rays measured with theD2
detector were analyzed, and for the Ta1 f target time series with a total yield three time
higher than the total yield on the Ta and W targets were chosen. Time series with
yields less than the lower limit of that range corresponded to laser intensities less
1016 W/cm2 and, as a rule, contained no events. The average noise level for time
with total yields above the upper limit of that range~intensity above 431016 W/cm2)
exceeded 3 mV, which made analysis impossible. Thus we found the optimal exper
tal parameters~laser intensity, geometry, detector characteristics! for detecting single
gamma rays.

A total of 100 time series for each type of target were analyzed. Analysis o
results displayed in Fig. 3 shows that in the entire range from 3 to 100ms a reliable
excess of events is observed for the Ta target above the analogous value for W
introduction of a filter decreases the number of events on the Ta target to levels c
teristic for the W target. In the entire time interval from 3 to 100ms the total number of
events on the Ta target was greater by 49 than the number of events on the W
Therefore, on the average, in every-other time series we observe a gamma ray due
decay of the isomeric level 9/22 ~6.238 keV! 181Ta. Taking account of the detection sol
angle of the detectorD1 and the 50% probability of observing a gamma ray using
method, the total number of radiative decays per time series is;200. It should be noted
that the total number of excited nuclei in the plasma, when one takes into accou
conversion channel of decay~the internal conversion coefficient of this level in a neut
atom is 70.5! and the limited interval of time delays (t.3 ms), should be much higher

6. An important feature of the data obtained~see Fig. 3! is the observation of gamm
decays of nuclei in times a factor of 10 longer than the total lifetime of the excited l
of 181Ta in a neutral atom~6.04ms!. This could be due to the decrease of the electro

FIG. 3. Total number ofN events in the time-delay interval fromt to 100ms as a function oft: 1 — Ta target,
D — W target,s — Ta 1 f target.
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internal conversion probability as a result of ionization of all upper atomic shells righ
to the M shell inclusive~the time corresponding to radiative width of the excited le
9/22 ~6.238 keV! 181Ta is ;430 ms!. Estimates obtained by solving the equations go
erning the nonstationary ionization kinetics10 show that for electron temperatures;1
keV and solid-state ion densities the degree of plasma ionization reachesZ;60 in 1 ps
~we recall that the Ta nuclear charge is 73!. Thus, for some excited Ta nuclei there m
be not be any electrons in any electronic shells all the way up to 3S1/2. Electronic
recombination of such nuclei, which have escaped from the plasma volume as a re
hydrodynamic expansion, will be slow because of the low electron density and will o
partially at the walls of the cell. The transit time of Ta ions up to the wall is estimate
be 1–100ms, based on the velocity of hydrodynamic expansion of the plasma. All
indicates that diagnostics of the degree of ionization of a hot dense plasma accord
the shape of the decay curve of the excited nuclei is possible in principle.

The experiments and estimates presented in Ref. 8 show that most of the in
plasma x rays with energies above 3 keV are due to the hot electronic compo
Therefore, to estimate the probability of photoexcitation of a;6 keV nuclear level in a
plasma it is necessary to have data on the temperature of hot electrons. For this p
an additional experiment was performed. In this experiment both detectors mea
simultaneously the total yield of hard x rays from the Ta plasma. X-ray notch filters
placed in front of the entrance window of theD1 detector~see Ref. 8 for a more detaile
discussion!. The results are presented in Fig. 4. The average temperature of th
electrons was 461 keV, which, according to our estimates, should lead to photoex
tion of approximately 102–103 nuclei over each laser flash in a 0.1mm thick and 5mm
in diameter plasma layer. It should be noted that the actual volume where nucle
excited is much larger than the plasma layer. Indeed, the depth of the crater on the
surface~corresponding to the heated layer! is ;1 mm. In addition, the mean-free path o
6-keV x rays in metallic Ta is about 2mm. Therefore it is very likely that a definite
number of nuclei can be excited in the unvaporized part of the tantalum target.

Our estimates are consistent with the experimental results. However, to obt

FIG. 4. Histogram of the distribution of the hot-electron temperatureTe for 50 laser shots.
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more complete description of the nuclear excitation processes in a plasma it is nec
to take systematically into account such factors as the real kinetics of a nonstati
dense, highly ionized, hot plasma, the interaction of nuclei with the magnetic fi
induced in the plasma, which reach tens of megagauss, and other factors.

Our data open up new prospects in the nuclear spectroscopy of low-lying isom
levels, for diagnostics of a hot, dense plasma according to the products and kine
nuclear decay, as well as for solving the problem of a population inversion on isom
levels for producing a gamma-ray laser, and so on.

We are extremely grateful to Nikola� Ivanovich Koroteev for repeated discussio
that greatly stimulated the successful completion of this work.

We also thank Yu. V. Ponomarev and V. P. Petukhov for fruitful discussions
cerning this work and for assistance in calibrating the apparatus.
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On the phase state of the core matter in a high-power
discharge through a wire

S. A. Pikuz, G. V. Ivanenkov,* and T. A. Shelkovenko
P. N. Lebedev Physics Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117924 Moscow, Ru

D. Hammer
Laboratory of Plasma Studies, 369 Upson Hall, Cornell University,
14853 Ithaca, NY, USA

~Submitted 25 January 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.69, No. 5, 349–354~10 March 1999!

Experimental facts attesting to a two-phase~liquid-metal–vapor! state
of the matter in the core produced in a high-power discharge through
thin wires are presented. The modern technique of multiframe x-ray
shadow photography has made it possible to observe vapor bubbles in
the core and their interaction with the shock wave penetrating from the
corona. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~99!00305-9#

PACS numbers: 52.80.Qj

In high-power discharges in a diode loaded with fine wires, cores of dense and
matter surrounded by a plasma corona have been observed along the axes.1,2 In isolated
wires the core existed independently, expanding only slowly under the inertia o
initial explosion, up until the arrival of the compression shock wave from the corona.
interaction of this shock wave with the core drove instabilities at the core–co
interface.2 In multiwire discharges, the cores, after expanding explosively up to sev
initial diameters, thereafter for tens of nanoseconds either remained without any v
changes or swelled slowly in a manner preserving the similarity of the exterior cont
The degree of the axial nonuniformity of the explosion depended strongly on the
material and diameter as well as the growth rate of the current through the load.3,4 For
cylindrical loads, in images obtained previously by laser probing5,6 the body of the wires
could be seen right up to the moment of generation of the x-ray pulse as the p
converged on the axis.

X-ray probing showed2,3 that the core possessed 1! a sharp boundary with a densit
differential of one or two orders of magnitude over a thickness,2–5 mm, and 2! a fine
interior structure with a characteristic scale of 10–50mm. The core can be expected to b
in a state of a boiling liquid metal.1,7 Objects of this kind have been little studied, a
even this conjecture itself has still not been confirmed. Our aim in the present work
do this.

The investigations were conducted on theXP pulsed power generator at Corne
University ~480 kA, 100 ns! using the method of direct x-ray probing of a plasma lo
using the radiation from anX pinch1–3 ~one-frame exposure time&1 ns, spatial resolution
3770021-3640/99/69(5)/6/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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1–3mm, and range of detection 1–4 Å!. A diagram of the experiment is shown in Fig.

A series of results obtained with load currents 80–120 kA is shown in Figs. 2, 3
4. The first figure shows two photographs~a, b! of the explosion of a nickel wire 25mm
in diameter. These photographs were obtained in one shot. Virtually the entire
volume is filled with foam containing distinct bubbles, and splashes of liquid metal
be seen at a number of locations on the surface in the photograph taken at 51 n
shock front is located at first near the boundary of the core. Then it converges towa
axis, destroying the structure of the foam, and after reflecting it leaves behind an a
uniform medium. A similar picture is also observed for the explosion of a copper
~Fig. 2e!, but here the core is thicker and the surface is more open.

A similar picture also obtains for the pair tungsten–gold. In tungsten~Fig. 3a! the
macroinstability~on a scale of hundreds ofmm! of the core–corona boundary is mo
noticeable than in copper; a small-scale~severalmm! structure as well as ejecta of matt
which weakly absorb x rays are observed at bulges of the core. In the gold wire~Fig. 3b!
this structure resembles an elastic tube with a thin~sometimes, double! wall, which at

FIG. 1. Experimental arrangement, typical current pulses, and signals from the Rogowski loops.
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some locations is torn from the inside and which is filled with matter with a much lo
density.

In multiwire loads there were many fewer large-scale perturbations of the
boundaries, and the development of perturbations in time is slowed down. As a
ample, a shadowgram of the explosion of four tungsten wires is displayed in Fig. 4. T
are virtually no perturbations along the cores, but the outer cores are approxim
20–25% thicker than the inner cores, and they are twice as large as the initial wires
coronal plasma in the space between the wire bodies is very unstable, and a to
structure is seen which is most pronounced near the inner cores. Measurements
plasma density, performed using a calibrated step tungsten attenuator,8 showed that at the
start of the discharge, up to 25–35 ns, the coronal plasma was not observed~the sensi-
tivity threshold of the method was several percent of the initial mass!, after which it
became noticeable, and by 45–60 ns it reached 30–50% of the initial total mass
load. It should be noted that according to optical measurements, both those perfor
long time ago5 and the most recent ones,9 the behavior of the plasma in the intercore ga
changes sharply at approximately one-third of the discharge time. While the pl
initially fills the gap with electron density 1018– 1019 cm23 quite evenly, after 30–40 ns
there arise sharply defined, dense jets directed away from the wire bodies to the dis
center.

FIG. 2. Shadowgrams of discharges through Ni and Cu wires.
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We now proceed to the discussion. At the beginning of an explosion the heat re
is nonuniform because of imperfections in the material and the temperature depen
of the conductivity.1,7 The melted central part is nonuniformly superheated above
boiling point and undergoes bulk ebullition. The course of the process depends o
wire material. Parameters such as the initial conductivity, the melting and boiling
peratures, the degree of nonuniformity, and the presence of impurities are importa
the foam structure and bubbles develop, the core shows increased resistance to t
rent, and the voltage applied to the load continues to increase. At the same tim
surrounding vapor, whose mass is increasing, expands up to breakdown density
The initial state of surface is also important. As soon as electrical breakdown occur
corona formed engulfs the skin-layer current, and the Ohmic heating in the core van
while the accumulated energy is distributed between the liquid and the vapor: The
seemingly remains in its state, having the structure of a foam column. If the en
introduced before the current vanishes were sufficient for complete vaporization o
matter, the foam structure would rapidly break down, and a vapor channel or, i
energy is even higher, a plasma channel would form at the location of the core.
possible that this happens for easy-melting and well-conducting wires in the case of
current growth.

The future fate of the core depends on whether we have a load with one or
wires. In the multiwire case there are no compression waves traveling toward the
and the core is heated only by the radiation from the corona; the liquid boils, and bu
reach the boundary and break through it, ejecting jets of vapor into the corona. B
core remains stable, expanding slightly and evaporating from the surface. The proc
a one-wire load is different: While the core awaits the arrival of the compression w
from the corona, the vapor bubbles reach a quasiequilibrium with the surrounding li

FIG. 3. Shadowgrams of discharges through W and Au wires.
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slowly ‘‘floating upward’’ under the action of the pressure gradient toward the surfac
the core. Then the structure of the shock front in the core becomes manifest. The
wave modulated by the sausage instability of the corona penetrates into the core n
formly, and the front, decreasing sharply in width because of the large density diff
tial, interacts with the bubbles. The hot matter behind the shock strongly radiates
now this determines the structure of the front in a region of width equal to the Ross
mean free path of photons. The latter photons interact differently with the liquid an
vapor, and the presence of bubbles introduces an additional distinct feature in the
tion structure of the front: Radiation can warm only the dense liquid, leaving the
perature of the transparent vapor bubbles almost unchanged. But then the pressu
bubble will be lower than in the bounding liquid. It is obvious that this will cause sm
bubbles to collapse, but the fate of the large bubbles~greater than the front width! can
become different: An intense compression front, reaching their boundary, will enge
an unloading wave propagating into the liquid, intensifying the vaporization. If the
tropy of the unloading adiabat is lower than the entropy at the critical point, a s
interphase boundary will remain, as one can see from the figures. As the front m
deeper, Ohmic heating of the liquid metal will also appear, which will further sup
vaporization. Such a bubble will grow intensely in the direction of the core surface
will ultimately break through the surface.

We shall now estimate the radiation from the compression front. It is well know10

that in the presence of radiative heat transfer the width of the heating zone of a
wave is given by the expressiond.k/nD.(SSBT

3/nD) l R , whereD is the velocity of
the front, k is the radiative thermal conductivity,n is the atomic density,SSB is the
Stefan–Boltzmann constant, andl R is the Rosseland mean free path of photons. In
units of the latter, this width is determined by the ratio of the radiationSSBT

4 and
hydrodynamicn«D energy fluxes~« is the atomic internal energy!. This ratio can be less

FIG. 4. Shadowgrams of a discharge through a four-wire load.
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than or greater than unity~subcritical and supercritical shock waves!. The limiting case
determines the critical temperatureT* 5(nD/GSSB)

1/3, where G is the Grüneisen
coefficient, which is close to 1. Takingn.1022 cm23 and D.53105 cm/s, we find
T* 512 eV. We use for the Rosseland mean free path the estimate established in R
viz., l R@cm#.1020T@eV#/Znn@cm23#, which is written for a low degree of ionization
~compared with the nuclear chargeZn) and holds for transitions in both the continuo
and discrete spectrum. TakingZn.30, we obtain l R* 540 mm and d.(T/T* )3l R

. l R* (T/T* )4 equals the core size.100 mm even atT515 eV. Here the limiting of
cumulation by radiation comes into play — further focusing of the front is accompa
by an increase of not the temperature but rather the density.12 When the wave is reflected
dense clusters of matter form near the axis. The temperature maximum shifts t
location, and a strongly nonequilibrium cellular medium consisting of a hot liquid
rapidly growing, comparatively cold and low-density, bubbles arises.

Of course, all this requires further investigations. The following facts have now b
established: 1! appearance of a superheated nonequilibrium state when energy is
duced into a conductor, 2! formation of a heterogeneous core–corona structure, 3! bulk
ebullition of the liquid core and transition of the core to a quasiequilibrium foam
state, and 4! dynamic core–corona interaction. The temporal and spatial characterist
the stages depend strongly on the parameters of the initial load and the rates of
energy input, i.e., primarily, on the form of the current.

We thank A. R. Mingaleev for assisting in the experiment and S. Yu. Gus’kov
Ya. S. Dimant for helpful discussions. This work was partially supported by the Sa
National Laboratory~Albuquerque, USA! under contract AJ-6400.
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Production of monochromatic radiation in an argon
plasma by means of acoustic waves

A. R. Aramyan*
Institute of Applied Physics Problems, Armenian National Academy of Sciences,
375014 Erevan, Armenia

~Submitted 28 December 1998; resubmitted 4 February 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.69, No. 5, 355–357~10 March 1999!

It is shown that monochromatic radiation~l155888 Å, l255882 Å,
and l354876 Å! can be obtained in a gas-discharge plasma in argon
with the use of acoustic waves.

© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00405-3#

PACS numbers: 52.25.Rv; 52.40.-w; 43.25.-x

Until recently, investigations of the interaction of acoustic waves with lo
temperature plasma1–6 neglected the effect of this interaction on the optical radiat
spectrum of the plasma. This letter reports some experimental results on the eff
acoustic waves on optical radiation in an argon plasma.

A low-temperature argon gas-discharge plasma~pressure — 100 Torr, discharg
current — 50 mA, voltage on electrodes — 2 kV! was used to study the change produc
in the spectral composition of the radiation by acoustic waves. The experimental
ratus consists of a quartz discharge5 tube 1000 mm long with an inner diameter of 6
mm. A high voltage with a dc current ranging from 5 to 100 mA is applied to
fingerlike electrodes. The distance between the electrodes is 850 mm. An electrody
sound-wave emitter is secured to one end of the tube. Light from the plasma is ext
from the other end of the tube to a spectrograph, which is used to study the c
produced in the radiation spectra of the plasma by acoustic waves.

Figure 1 displays the radiation spectra of an argon plasma which were obt
using the apparatus indicated above. The radiation spectrum before the action
acoustic waves is displayed in Fig. 1a, the radiation spectrum of the argon plasma
the action of the acoustic waves is displayed in Fig. 1b, and the radiation spectrum
argon plasma several seconds after the action of the acoustic waves has stop
displayed in Fig. 1c. Mercury reference lines are indicated in all figures by upw
arrows. Fragments of the spectra showing the effect of the acoustic waves are pre
It is clearly seen that after the action of the acoustic waves has stopped~after ;2–3 s!
intense, distinct lines with wavelengthsl155888 Å, l255882 Å, andl354876 Å ap-
pear in the radiation spectrum of the discharge. Visually, these spectra are observed
discharge as intense flashes with duration 15–20 ms. The flashes are observed for
long time ~3–5 min! after the action of 180 Hz sound waves has stopped. For the
part they appear on the exterior side of the boundary of the discharge filament~near the
radial boundary!, where a strong change in the electron density occurs after the aco
3830021-3640/99/69(5)/3/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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waves are switched off,4,5 i.e., under the action of the acoustic waves the pinched
charge~15 mm in diameter! fills the plasma discharge chamber~which is 60 mm in
diameter! more uniformly. After the acoustic waves are completely switched off,
decontracted plasma column contracts back to its initial form. Orange~5888 Å and 5882
Å ! and blue~4876 Å ! flashes appear in the plasma after such contraction.

Analysis of the spectral composition of the radiation in the flashes shows tha
flashes correspond to three transitions on the energy levels of atomic argon:

7P8@1/2#1→4P@1/2#1 , wavelength 4876 Å;

7S@3/2#1→4P@5/2#3 , wavelength5888 Å;

4d8@3/2#1→4P@1/2#1 , wavelength5882 Å.

A diagram of the energy levels of these transitions in argon is presented in Fig.
one can see from this figure, the oscillator strengths of the 4P→4S transitions are
approximately 30–100 times greater than the oscillator strengths of the above-ind
transitions. For this reason, the 4P level is rapidly depopulated. As a result, a populati
inversion can arise between each of the levels 7P8, 7S, and 4d8 on the one hand and th

FIG. 1. Radiation spectrum of an argon plasma with pressure 110 Torr, discharge current 50 mA, and
on the electrodes 2 kV: a! radiation spectrum before the action of acoustic waves; b! radiation spectrum during
the action of acoustic waves; c! radiation spectrum of the plasma several seconds after the action of the ac
waves has stopped.
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4P level on the other. This population inversion can evidently serve at the reason fo
appearance of the observed flashes. This phenomenon is probably due to rela
processes with a long relaxation time.

I am deeply grateful to Academician A. R. Mkrtchyan for his faithful attentio
consultations, and assistance in this work.
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FIG. 2. Diagram of the energy levels of some transitions in argon.
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Giant negative magnetoresistance in a nonmagnetic
semiconductor

A. B. Henriques and N. F. Oliveira Jr.
Institute of Physics, University of Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo, Brazil

S. A. Obukhov and V. A. Sanina
A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences,
194021 St. Petersburg, Russia

~Submitted 15 January 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.69, No. 5, 358–362~10 March 1999!

Studies of a classical III–V semiconductor~InSb! doped with 3d mag-
netic ions~Mn21, having a localized spinS55/2) reveal some unex-
pected transport properties. It is found that the transition from the me-
tallic to the low-temperature insulator phase occurs at an impurity
concentrationNMn;Ncr5231017 cm23 and a temperatureT,Tcr

;1 K. Under these conditions a giant negative magnetoresistance
arises. The experimental results can be explained in terms of the onset
of a hard Mott–Hubbard gapD in the impurity band formed by the
shallow manganese acceptor in InSb atNMn;Ncr . A model describing
the gap formation is proposed. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~99!00505-8#

PACS numbers: 75.30.Vn; 72.20.My

Colossal magnetoresistance and metal–insulator transitions in solid-state ma
have recently come to the close attention of physicists. Such effects are typic
impurity manganites,1 degenerate magnetic oxide semiconductors,2 and the spin-Peierls
magnetic insulator CuGeO3 ~Ref. 3!. For all the above-mentioned materials the influen
of the exchange interaction upon the crystal band structure has been found to be o
importance. The aim of the present paper is to demonstrate that similar exchange
action effects can also be manifested in some classical nonmagnetic semicond
doped with transition elements~in our case InSb doped with the 3d magnetic ions
Mn21).

Our experiments were carried out onp-InSb~Mn! single crystals grown by the
Czochralski method. A crystal 4 cm long and 2.5 cm in diameter had a small mang
concentration gradient fromNMn51017 cm23 to 331017 cm23 along the length of the
crystal. Hall bars with dimensions of~73131! mm were cut from the crystal transverse
to its length. This approach made it possible to study the manganese concentrati
pendence of the dc conductivity, magnetoresistance, and Hall effect at manganes
centrations close toNcr . Temperature control was effected by means of Lake Sh
Cryotronics GaAs diodes and thermistors in conjunction with He4 and He3 pumped
3860021-3640/99/69(5)/6/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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pressure measurements. Magnetic fields of up to 7 T were induced by a superconductin
magnet.

The results of the measurements~Figs. 1a and 2! demonstrate an exponential tem
perature dependence of the resistivity for all of thep-InSb~Mn! samples~except for the
sample with the maximum manganese concentration@~Fig. 2b!# at temperaturesT,1 K
in the absence of magnetic field:

r5r0•exp~D/kT!, ~1!

whereD is a temperature-independent parameter which is a function of the mang
concentration and reaches its maximum value~D.0.6 meV! at NMn;1.531017 cm23.
The r2T dependence atNMn,1017 cm23 and NMn.331017 cm23 can be described
by the variable-range hopping~VRH! conductivity equation4

r5r0•exp~T0 /Tx!, ~2!

wherex,1, andT0 is a temperature-independent parameter. In a magnetic fieldH,3 T
and at T,4.2 K the resistivity decreases throughout the whole range of manga
concentration~Figs. 1 and 2!. Investigation of ther2T dependence in magnetic field
shows that increasing the magnetic field brings about a transition from the type of
ductivity described by Eq.~1! to one described by Eq.~2!. Thus colossal negative mag
netoresistance (r/r0) should be expected in the millikelvin temperature range if it

FIG. 1. a! Temperature dependence of the resistivityr of p-InSb~Mn! for various magnetic fields:1 —
H50 (x50); 2 — H50.5 T (x50.85); 3 — H51.5 T (x50.75); 4 — H50.5 T (x50.33). b! r2H
dependence atT50.4 K. NMn51.531017 cm23.
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sumed that the value ofx @in Eq. ~2!# decreases twofold in a magnetic fieldH;2 T. It
should be pointed out that ther2H dependence has a ‘‘shoulder’’ that increases as
temperature goes down~Fig. 1b!. In magnetic fieldsH.3 T the resistance increases,
is typical for the VRH conductivity in semiconductors.

In a weak magnetic field the Hall constantRH decreases with decreasing tempe
ture, changes sign~Fig. 3a!, and increases exponentially atT,1 K ~Fig. 3b!. The
RH2T dependence is described by

2RH52R0exp~D/kT!, ~3!

where the value ofD is the same as that of the parameterD obtained in ther2T
measurements@from Eq. ~1!#. The high-field Hall constant (H.3 T! increases slightly,
remaining positive as the temperature decreases.

We can understand the experimental results if it is assumed that the mag
impurity band in InSb~Mn! splits into two bands separated by a Mott–Hubbard gapD
which is about 10% of the binding energy of the hole on a manganese acceptor.5 The
upper band is the electron band~negative sign of the Hall constant! and the lower band is
the hole band~positive Hall constant!.

The proposed model is based on a dual role of the Mn21 ions.

1. Mn21 ions are shallow acceptor centers (Ea57 meV!, giving rise to free holes in
the valence band and to the formation of a narrow impurity band. These Mn21 acceptor
centers have a substantial qualitative influence on the characteristics of InSb, c

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the resistivityr of p-InSb~Mn! for various magnetic fields. a! NMn51.24
31017 cm23; 1 — H50 (x51); 2 — H50.5 T (x50.75); 3 — H51.0 T (x50.5); 4 — H51.5 T
(x50.33); 5 — H52.0 T (x50.25). b! NMn52.431017 cm23; 1 — H50 (x50.75); 2 — H50.5 T
(x50.1); 3 — H51.0 T (x50.01);4 — H51.5 T; 5 — H52.0 T.
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effects similar to those due to nonmagnetic acceptor centers such as Ge. In InS~Ge!
single crystals free holes having uncompensated spins appear in the valence and im
bands.6

We suppose that the exchange interaction between hole spins cause bounded
with antiferromagnetically correlated spins to appear but that uniform long-range
netic order is not formed because of the random distribution of the acceptor centers
a state can be characterized as a dynamic state with spin fluctuations caused
production and decay of local antiferromagnetically correlated states. In this situa
splitting of the impurity band takes place only in bounded local regions.

2. In contrast to crystals doped with nonmagnetic impurities, inp-InSb doped with
Mn21 ions a magnetic system of localized spins arises. Thus an additional mag
subsystem appears, and an exchange interaction arises between the localized M21 ion
spins (Sd) and free-hole spins (Sp). A uniform antiferromagnetic long-range order of th
Mn21 ion spins can arise due to the effective exchange interaction between 3d spins via
spin fluctuations in the subsystem of free-hole spins — order from disorder.7

Let us write the spin Hamiltonian in the form

H5( Ji j
ppSi

pSj
p1( Ji j

pdSi
pSj

d , ~4!

where Ji j
pp is the exchange interaction constant taken for free-hole spins,Ji j

pd is the
exchange constant for the interaction between the spinsSd and Sp, and i , j are the ion
positions in the lattice. We assume thatJi j

pp@Ji j
pd . As the concentration of 3d ions is very

FIG. 3. Hall constantRH as a function of magnetic field~a! and temperature~b! NMn52.031017 cm23.
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small, the direct exchange interaction between the 3d spins can be neglected. In th
framework of perturbation theory up to second order inclusive, the effective Hamilto
for the 3d ion spins can be written as

Heff
d 5( Ji j

pd^Sj
p&Si

d1( ~Ji j
pd!2/Ji j

pp
•Ki j

pp
•Si

dSj
d , ~5!

where ^Sj
p& is the spin averaged over configurati ons of free holes, andKi j

pp5^Si
pSj

p&
2^Si

p&^Sj
p& is the spin correlation function of the holes. The first sum in the effec

Hamiltonian in Eq.~5! describes the magnetization of the Mn21 ion spins by the mean
field Hm f

d 5(Ji j
pd^Sj

p&. The value differs from zero if uniform long-range magnetic ord
exists in the free-hole spin subsystem.

As we have said, in the hole spin subsystem there is correlation only at finite s
and we have only the second sum in Eq.~5!. This sum describes the effective exchan
interaction of the spinsSd through correlations between hole spins. Thus the effec
exchange interactionVi j

dd5((Ji j
pd)2/Ji j

pp
•Ki j

pp can bring about the uniform antiferromag
netic long-range ordering of theSd spins at a suitable ordering temperature. The inter
molecular fieldHMF5(Vi j

dd^Sj
d& arises and splits the impurity band into two bands w

spins up and spins down.

Thus a hard gap of an exchange nature appears in the impurity band~see Fig. 4b!.
To put it in another way, a supernarrow semiconductor appears in the band gap of
This hard gap can be closed in an external magnetic fieldH0 due to the
antiferromagnetic–ferromagnetic~spin-flip! transition whenH0.HMF . And indeed in
our case the energyD agrees with the valuegmBH0.0.4 meV at the value of the
magnetic fieldH0;3 T that provides the gap-closing effect~spin-flip effect!.

The effective exchange interaction length forVi j
dd is determined by the correlatio

lengthjp of theSp spin fluctuations. On the assumption thatjp.hp (hp is the mean free
path of the holes!, theVi j

dd interaction is of the long-range type.

FIG. 4. Band structure ofp-InSb~Mn!. a! NMn5Na!Ncr ; b! Na.Ncr ; c! Na.Ncr .
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It is quite clear that uniform long-range ordering of theSd spins can exist only a
concentrations of the Mn21 ions corresponding to a mean distance^r &<(jp.hp). The
equality ofjp andhp correlates with a critical concentrationNcr and a critical tempera-
ture Tcr corresponding to simultaneous onset of the long-range magnetic order an
gap in the impurity band~metal–insulator transition!.

1L. P. Gorkov, Usp. Phys. Nauk168, 665 ~1998!.
2E. L. Nagaev, Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 40, 2069~1998! @Phys. Solid State40, 1873~1998!.
3M. Hase, I. Terasaki, and K. Uchinokura, Phys. Rev. Lett.70, 3651~1993!.
4S. A. Obukhov, Fiz. Tverd. Tela.~Leningrad! 21, 59 ~1979! @Phys. Solid State21, 35 ~1979!.
5N. F. Mott and E. A. Davis,Electronic Processes in Non-Crystalline Materials, Clarendon Press, Oxford
1979.

6S. A. Obukhov, inProceedings of the 7th International Conference on Shallow-Level Centers in Sem
ductors, edited by C. A. Ammerlaan and B. Pajot, World Scientific, 1997, p. 321.

7E. I. Golovenchits, B. D. La�khtman, and V. A. Sanina, JETP Lett.31, 233 ~1980!; E. F. Shender, Zh. E´ ksp.
Teor. Fiz. 326~1982! @Sov. Phys. JETP56, 178 ~1982!.

Published in English in the original Russian journal. Edited by Steve Torstveit.
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Effect of asymmetry of CuO 2 layers in copper oxides
on the anomalous neutron scattering near Tc

V. M. Edelstein*
Institute of Solid State Physics Russian Academy of Sciences, 142432 Chernogolovk
Moscow Region, Russia

~Submitted 1 February 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.69, No. 5, 363–368~10 March 1999!

Reasons for critical magnetic scattering of neutrons nearTc in copper
oxides with CuO2 layers whose nearest environment has no ‘‘up–
down’’ symmetry are discussed. The intracrystalline electric field,
which threads the CuO2 planes on account of the asymmetry, induces
coupling between the spin and momentum of the current carriers. This
coupling is shown to result in a manifestation of virtual Cooper pairs in
the imaginary part of the spin susceptibility. Thus spin density fluctua-
tions as well as current fluctuations should participate in the scattering.
A way of experimentally distinguishing between the two mechanisms is
pointed out. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~99!00605-2#

PACS numbers: 74.72.Bk, 61.12.Ex

The behavior of metals near superconducting phase transitions has been a to
considerable interest during the last few decades. This field is attracting still more
tion nowadays owing to the discovery of high-temperature superconductivity. The s
for the mechanism responsible for this phenomenon has led to a thorough examina
conventional and unconventional behavior in every physical property andinter alia has
stimulated reconsideration of many aspects of the order parameter fluctuations neTc .
In addition to ordinary magnetoresistivity measurements, new experimental appro
have been employed to study the problem, and one of them — inelastic neutron sca
— gives a positive result. An anomalous increase of the small-angle scattering neaTc in
YBa2Cu3O72x ~YBCO! has been reported.1 Critical neutron scattering usually occurs du
to growing spin fluctuations near magnetic phase transitions. In that experiment,1 how-
ever, the anomaly was observed near the transition to the superconductive sta
though, to the best of our knowledge, analogous experiments with single crystals
not been conducted, there can be no doubt that fluctuations of the superconducting
parameter are capable of giving rise to critical neutron scattering. Therefore, it is im
tant to have a complete picture of the processes through which the fluctuations can
the scattering. In the present paper we examine the role of the crystal structure of
conducting cuprates in this problem.

The magnetic field created by the magnetic moment of a neutron interacts with
the magnetic moments of the carriers~holes! and with the electric current.2 By virtue of
3920021-3640/99/69(5)/6/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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this, the structure factorS(q,v), to which the neutron scattering intensity is proportion
has the form

S~q,v!5
1

exp~\v/kBT!21 Fx9~q,v!1
v

c2q2
s8~q,v!G , ~1!

wherex9 is the imaginary part of the spin susceptibility ands8 is the real part of the
transverse conductivity.1! Critical neutron scattering near magnetic phase transitions
curs due to critical behavior of the first term in Eq.~1!. As opposed to that, in the case
a superconducting transition, it is natural to associate the anomalous scattering w
second term in the equation. Indeed, a primary source of any anomaly on approachTc

is the formation of virtual Cooper pairs. It is known that one of two mechanisms
means of which the fluctuating Cooper pairs can affect physical quantities, the M
Thompson process,3 is suppressed because of strong phase breaking~which is believed to
be inherent in high-Tc superconductors!, while the other, the Aslamasov–Larki
process,4 is operative only in the conductivity but not in the susceptibility under us
conditions. Nevertheless, it will be shown below that owing to a feature of the cr
structure of some copper oxides, including YBCO, the superconducting fluctuation
give rise to a correction tox9(v,q) which diverges atTc just ass8(v,q).

This feature is the asymmetry of the nearest environment of the CuO2 planes, to
which the current carriers are confined. In the case of YBCO, the planes are surro
by yttrium ions on the one side and by a Ba–O plane on the other side. The lo
‘‘up–down’’ symmetry means the existence of an intracrystalline electric field threa
the CuO2 plane. For a given CuO2 plane, the presence of the field adds the term

Hso5
a

\
~p3c!•s ~2!

to the Hamiltonian of two-dimensional~2D! holes,5 wherep, s, andc are, respectively,
the 2D momentum, the Pauli matrices, and a unit vector directed along the field. Not
the coexistence of the local electric field and superconductivity is not a new fact. It
first discussed6 in connection with A-15 compounds, the high-Tc superconductors of the
’sixties, some of which undergo a structural transition to a polar phase at a tempe
TM somewhat above the superconductin g transitionTc . Since the vectorsc of two
adjacent CuO2 planes are oppositely directed, YBCO may be viewed as an antip
electric.

The following heuristic arguments show how the mirror symmetry breaking ma
it possible for the superconducting fluctuations to affectx9. Due to the HamiltonianHso ,
spin–velocity correlations~SVCs! appear in the system. They would be forbidden in
centrosymmetric system because velocity and spin have different transformation p
ties under space inversion — the former is even and the latter is odd. One of c
quences of the SVC is the magnetoelectric effect~MEE! predicted earlier:7 the supercur-
rent Js must be accompanied by the spin polarizationS of the carriers in an amoun
proportional toc3Js. The naive treatment of the singlet superconductor would seem
be in definite conflict with this prediction. Indeed, the singlet Cooper pair surely is
able to possess any magnetization regardless of its motion state. However, the co
belief that superconductor physics is determined solely by the properties of the
parameter~the pair wave function! is incorrect for superconductors with broken mirr
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symmetry. In order to understand the reason for the MEE, one should remember th
off-diagonal correlation function~ODCF!, ^ca(r )cb(r 8)& ~wherecg(r ) is the electron
field operator!, which manifests a spontaneous breakdown of theU(1) gauge invariance
is the basic conceptual element of the pairing theory,8 and not the order-parameter matr
Dab . Usually, in centrosymmetric systems, the spinor structure of the ODCF is iden
with that of Dab . By contrast, the band spin–orbit coupling results in the presence
triplet part in the ODCF in addition to the singlet part even for a singlet order param
Moreover, it turns out that the relationship between the two parts depends on the
densate motion. It is this dependence that gives rise to the MEE. Since the neigh
CuO2 sheets are oppositely oriented, the total magnetization equals zero. Howeve
mean square spin polarization due to the supercurrent fluctuations aboveTc need not
vanish. While the band spin–orbit coupling is caused by the local electric field, the
squared will be shown to appear in the spin fluctuations. Therefore, the contributio
all CuO2 sheets simply add up.

The model to be calculated is based on the following premises. It is assumed th
crystal under study may be considered as a system of conducting asymmetric laye
opposite orientation of the adjacent layers and that the tunneling between the lay
negligible. It is also supposed that the electron spectrum in the absence ofHso and of the
interparticle interaction is parabolic and isotropic, and that the singlets-type pairing takes
place, i.e., the Hamiltonian of one layer has the form

H5E d2r H \2

2m
“cg

1~r !•“cg~r !1acb
1~r !S“i 3cD •sbgcg~r !

1
ls

2
@cb

1~r !gbkck
1~r !#@cd~r !gdgcg~r !#J , ~3!

where ĝ5 is2, and ls is the pairing coupling constant. The spin–orbit energyapF is
considered to be small on the Fermi energy scale, i.e.,am/pF!1. Then, our main result
valid for the model atT2Tc!Tc , qjab(0)!1, and l @jab(0) ~where l 5vFt is the
mean free path andjab(0)5vF/2pTc is the in-plane coherence length at 0 K! has the
form

dx2,i j9 5~d i j 2cicj !dx29 ,
dx29~v,q!

xP,2
5

pv

8eF
G(2)

2 F2~T,q!, ~4!

where xP,25mB
2m/p is the 2D Pauli susceptibility,mB is the Bohr magneton,eF

5(1/2m)pF
2 is the Fermi energy,

G(2)5
am

2pF
f 2S apF

pTc
D

characterizes the coupling between the spin density and the supercurrent,

f 2~x!5~8/7z~3!! (
n>0

x2~2n11!23@~2n11!21x2#21,

z(n) is the Riemann zeta function, the function
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F2~T,q!5
Tc

T2Tc
L2S k2

2
qj~T! D ~5!

plays the role of an Ornstein–Zernike factor,L2(x)5@xA11x2#21sinh21x, j(T)
5jab(0)Tc

1/2(T2Tc)
21/2, k25@7z(3)/8#1/2, and units are used in which Boltzmann’

constantkB and\ are unity.

The fluctuation contribution tox is given by the Aslamazov–Larkin type diagra
shown in Fig. 1. The fermion lines represent the one-particle Green function

Ĝ~ i e,p!5P̂ (1)~p!@ i e2j (1)~p!#211P̂ (2)~p!@ i e2j (2)~p!#21, ~6!

where the operatorPab
(6)(p)51/2@dab6(p̂3c)•sab# represents projection onto state

with a definite helicity~the projection of a spin on thep3c direction! and j (6)(p)
5(p2/2m)6ap2m are the energies of these states. The wavy line represents the p
fluctuation propagatorgabD(q,iv8)ggd , whereq is the momentum andiv8 is the fre-
quency of the virtual Cooper pair, and the spinor indicesab and gd refer to the spin
states of the carriers joining to form the pair and releasing after its subsequent d
respectively. It can be shown that the fluctuation propagator has the usual form

DR(A)~q,v!52H N2~0!FT2Tc

Tc
7

ipv

8Tc
1

7z~3!

32p2 S qvF

Tc
D 2G J 21

,

up to corrections of the order of (apF /eF)2. Here N2(0)5m/2p and the superscrip
R(A) stands for the retarded~advanced! part of the function. The most important parts
the diagram are the left and right three-point vertex functions that describe the conv
of the supercurre nt density into the spin density. The functions can be found by a m
pointed out earlier7 and under the conditions mentioned above have the form

mB~c3q8!am
7z~3!

16p3Tc
2

f 2S apF

pTc
D . ~7!

The imaginary part of the diagram comes from the product of the fluctuation propag

Z~ ivn ,q68 !5T(
n

D~ ivn8 ,q18 !D~ ivn81 ivn ,q28 !

FIG. 1. The diagram for the contribution of superconducting fluctuations to the spin susceptibility. The
circle represents the three-point vertex function. The wavy lines represent the superconducting fluc
propagator and the solid line the fermion propagator. Hereq68 5q86q/2 andp65p6q/2.
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and has the standard form. Thus

E q82d2q8

~2p!2
Z9~v1 i01,q68 !52vS Tc

T2Tc
D S 2p3Tc

2

7z~3!eF
D 2

L2S k2

2
qj~T! D . ~8!

Equations~4! and ~5! may now be obtained immediately.

Up to this point, to accentuate the main idea, we have discussed a simple mo
which the the pairing interaction was considered to be the only possible intera
between carriers. However, the cuprates are highly correlated and disordered sy
narrow energy bands, strong Coulomb repulsion, and proximity to a metal–insu
transition are accepted as integral parts of the physics of cuprate superconductors
factors affect the first and second term in Eq.~1! in opposite ways — they suppress th
conductivity but enhance the ferromagnetic correlations~FMCs!, which lead to a renor-
malization of the left and rights-vertices of the diagram in Fig. 1.~The FMCs in the hole
system must not be confused with the antiferromagnetic correlations~AFMCs! of local-
ized spins of the copper ions.! Indeed, taking the one-site Coulomb interaction in
account ~in the random phase approximation! gives the quasi-Stoner factorK5@1
2UN(0)#21 to the vertices,U being the interaction. Thenx9(v,q) is enhanced byK2.
The unusually high relaxation rate of the planar17O nuclei, which is also mainly deter
mined by the FMCs~the AFMCs are less active at those places!, as well as the ferro-
magnetlike behavior of some relative copper oxides, e.g., the Na-doped La2CuO4 ~Ref. 9!
and La4Ba2Cu2O10 ~Ref. 10!, also points to an essential role of the FMCs in the cupra
This assumption is consistent with the not-much-enhanced uniform susceptibility g
ally observed in high-Tc cuprates, because the latter contains contributions of both s
being determined by all degrees of freedom. Now let us compare the fluctuation-ind
corrections to the first and second term in Eq.~1!. As ds85(e2/16)Tc /(T2Tc), one gets

dx9

ds8
S c2q2

v D5F q

pF

m

m0
f S apF

pTc
DK

apF

4eF
G2

, ~9!

wherem0 is the electron mass in the vacuum. It is seen that, at a givena, the factors that
favor the relative magnitude of the first term are the low density and the heavy ma
the carriers as well as and the enhanced value ofK. The minimumq in the experiment1

was equal to 3.53106 cm21, henceqm/pFm0;0.3 atm;3m0 ~Ref. 11!. A crude esti-
mate ofa in YBCO12 has shownapF;102 K at pF;33107 cm21, i.e., one can suppos
apF /pTc;1, so thatf (apF /pTc);1. The parameterapF/4eF is small, but the factorK
may be large. AtK;10, both terms in Eq.~1! have the same order of magnitude.

In order to know which fraction of the neutron scattering is due tox9, one should
compare high-Tc cuprates with asymmetric~e.g., YBCO! and symmetric ~e.g.,
(La,Ba)2CuO4) CuO2 layers. The difference between the paraconductivities of th
crystals can be determined by resistivity measurements. In principle, the value ofx9 can
also be measured in experiments on magnetic field absorption. Besides the copper
all that has been said above also applies to some of the superconducting t
silicides13 (CeCoSi3 and probably LaRhSi3 and LaIrSi3) which crystallize in a polar
structure with space groupI4mm. They are composed of heavy elements and exh
strong breaking of reflectional symmetry, which is suggestive of strong spin–orbit
pling.
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1!Note that the susceptibility and conductivity in Eq.~1! are not the same quantities that appear in the Maxw

equations. To get the materialx ands, one should, in the Feynman-diagram language, exclude from the
of diagrams for the spin–spin and current–current correlation functions those diagrams that can be c
two parts by cutting an internal photon line. Written in terms of the materialx ands, the right-hand side of
Eq. ~1! would contain additional screening factorsZ(q,v)x andZ(q,v)s in front of x ands, respectively.
However, the differences 12Zx,v can be shown to be negligible under the experimental conditions.1
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Macroscopic coherent tunneling in a small particle
of an uncompensated antiferromagnet in a
strong magnetic field

B. A. Ivanov and V. E. Kireev
Institute of Magnetism, Ukrainian National Academy of Sciences, 252142 Kiev, Ukrai

~Submitted 10 December 1998; resubmitted 2 February 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.69, No. 5, 369–374~10 March 1999!

A new macroscopic quantum tunneling effect is predicted for a particle
of an uncompensated ferritin-type antiferromagnet in a noncollinear
phase induced by a strong magnetic field. ©1999 American Institute
of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00705-7#

PACS numbers: 75.50.Ee, 75.45.1j

The phenomenon of macroscopic quantum tunneling~MQT! in magnets has bee
widely studied in recent years, both experimentally and theoretically. Special atte
has been devoted to coherent MQT~CMQT! — the phenomenon of tunneling betwee
energetically equivalent but macroscopically different states, so that a quantum su
sition of nearly classical states of a magnet can occur~see, for example, Refs. 1–3!. This
interest is due to two factors. First, in this case tunneling can be observed di
according to resonance absorption on split levels. Second, subtle and beautiful effec
to destructive interference arise in the analysis of CMQT, for example, a dependen
the magnetization tunneling probability on whether the total spin of a particle i
integer or half-integer. However, these effects are much more difficult to observe
for example, quantum magnetic relaxation~depinning of walls!, and we know of only
several works where they have been observed.4,5 In these works small antiferromagnet
ferretin particles, containing approximately 4500 magnetic iron ions with approxima
50 uncompensated spins, were used. Previously discussed MQT effects in small pa
of a ferromagnet and an uncompensated antiferromagnet~AFM! have always led to the
appearance of one resonance absorption line. Under conditions allowing the obse
of this line ~sufficiently low temperatures, absence of a magnetic field! it is virtually
impossible to find a parameter whose variation would control the position of this
This makes it difficult to give an unequivocal interpretation of the line. The oscilla
dependence, discussed in Refs. 6–8, of the tunneling probability in small magneti
ticles on the external magnetic field appeared to afford a good opportunity for che
whether the observed line is indeed caused by CMQT. But this effect existed only
completely compensated AFM~otherwise a magnetic field completely lifts the dege
eracy in the system!, even if the orientation of the field relative to the crystallograp
axes is strictly determined. It is clear that these conditions cannot be realized f
3980021-3640/99/69(5)/6/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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ensemble consisting a large number of small ferretin-type AFM particles in which
sublattice spins are not completely compensated~on account of the effect of the surfac
at least!.

In the present letter we shall discuss CMQT effects of a new type for a fr
rotating AFM particle with incomplete spin compensation in an external field. The m
feature of this effect is that in the sufficiently strong field the sublattice magnetiza
are noncollinear and the field orients the particle in such a way that twofold degen
of the classical ground state can appear in the system. The height of the tunneling
and the phase factor of the tunneling amplitude depend strongly on the intensity
field. This makes it possible to control the tunneling probability by varying the field

Let us consider a spin system where the nearest neighbors are coupled by a
ferromagnetic interaction. We shall assume that all lattice sites occupied by spins c
divided into two groups in such a way that the member spins of pairs of nearest neig
belong to different groups and there are no frustrations. For an ideal AFM these
groups correspond to two magnetic sublattices. We write the Hamiltonian of su
system, taking account of the uniaxial anisotropy and the external magnetic fieldH, in the
form

Ĥ5J(
r ,r8

Sr–Sr81KF(r
~Sr

z!21(
r8

~Sr8
z

!2G2gmBH–S (r
Sr1(

r8
Sr8D . ~1!

HereJ is the exchange integral; the vectorsr and r 8 enumerate the sites of the first an
second groups, respectively;K.0 is an easy-plane anisotropy constant;g is the gyro-
magnetic ratio;mB is the Bohr magneton;H is the magnetic field; and, the summation
the first term extends only over pairs of nearest neighbors. We shall assume th
anisotropy energy is small compared with the exchange energy. This corresponds
inequalityK!J. For simplicity, all spins are assumed to be identical~i.e., all spins have
the same magnitude,g factor, anisotropy constant, and so on!. The generalization to the
case of nonequivalent spins for the approximation employed above~uniform rotation of
the sublattice magnetizations! does not present any difficulties.

Let us discuss the ground state of this system. It is obvious that when onl
exchange interaction and anisotropy are taken into account the spins in each of th
groups of sites become oriented antiparallel to one another, forming total sublattice
S15( rSr andS25( r8Sr8 lying in the easy plane. Such an orientation will remain ev
for an uncompensated AFM. However, the effect of a magnetic field is substan
different for the case of a compensated AFM and forS1ÞS2.

Indeed, forS1ÞS2 ~for definiteness letS1.S2), in the exchange approximation th
system possesses a nonzero magnetic moment. This moment will strive to align it
a direction parallel to the field, i.e., in such a way thatS1 is parallel andS2 antiparallel to
the field. In addition to this ferrimagnetic effect, which is linear inH, there exists anothe
orientational effect of a magnetic field which also appears forS15S2. This effect is due
to the fact that the susceptibility of the AFM is maximum in a direction perpendicula
S1 andS2. This effect is quadratic inH, and in weak fields it plays a small role. As is we
known, as a result of this, states in which the sublattices are noncollinear can arise
uncompensated ferrimagnetic~see, for example, Ref. 7!. The same situation occurs her
It is obvious thatS1 andS2 will lie in the easy plane and the particle will become orient
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under the action of a field in such a way that the easy plane will be parallel to the
Then the ground state is determined by the anglesu1 andu2 betweenS1 andS2 and the
field. The values of these angles can be found by minimizing the sum of the Ze
and exchange energies. An elementary analysis of Eq.~1! shows that forH<Hc or
H>He , where

Hc5
Js2NzSex

gmBS1S2
, He5

Js2NzStot

gmBS1S2
~2!

~hereNz is the number of nearest-neighbor pairs,s is the site spin,Sex5S12S2 is the
uncompensated particle spin, andStot5S11S2 is the total spin!, the sublattice spins are
collinear to one another and toH. For H,Hc the anglesu150, u25p, and for H
.Hc one hasu15u250. In this case the classical ground state of a particle is non
generate and there are no coherent MQT effects. However, forHc,H,He the spinsS1

and S2 are noncollinear. The total magnetic moment is parallel toH, i.e., S1sinu1

1S2sinu250, but the state of the system is twofold degenerate with respect to the sig
the projections ofS1 andS2 on a direction perpendicular toH and lying in the easy plane

For S1'S2, the case of interest to us, the fieldHe.2JZs/gmB , where Z
52Nxs/Stot is the effective number of nearest neighbors, is identical in value to
exchange field of the AFM, andHc5HeSex/Stot!He . Therefore the ground state of th
particle is twofold degenerate in a wide range of fields, and coherent MQT effect
possible. For ferretin particles it can be assumed thatS1.S2.53103, Sex.50, and
He.104 kOe ~Ref. 5!, which givesHc.50 kOe. We shall confine our analysis to th
caseHc<H!He . For H!He the vectorsS1 andS2 are approximately antiparallel an
the total spinS11S2 is small compared to the differenceS12S2 , uS11S2u!uL u, andL
5S12S2. In this case the dynamics of an AFM can be described on the basis
generalization of the well-known nonlinears model to uncompensated AFMs, which h
been done for classical magnets9 and for the quantum case using spin coherent states.10 In
this model the dynamic variable is the unit vectorl5L /uL u, and the magnetization
is determined by the magnitude of the magnetic field and byl and ] l/]t ~see Refs. 9
and 10!.

We shall write the Euclidean Lagrangian for the vectorl in angular variables as

L52 i\Stotẇ1 i\Sexẇ cosu1
\Stot

gHe
F1

2
~ u̇21sin2 uẇ2!2 igHẇ sin2 uG1Wst. ~3!

HereH is directed along the quantization axisz, g5gmB /\, a dot denotes differentiation
with respect to the imaginary timet5 i t , andWst(u,w) is the static energy of a particl
written in terms of the vectorl ~see below!. This Lagrangian differs from the Lagrangia
given previously in Ref. 10 only by the termi\(Sex2Stot)ẇ522sNzi\ẇ, which is a
total derivative. For the previously11 studied instanton solutions, in which the change
the anglew5p, it reduces to 2p is\Nz and is a multiple ofip\ for both integer and
half-integer spins, which does not change the tunneling probability. However, in our
where the change inw can be different fromp, it is important to take this term into
account. The character of the distributionl(t) in the instanton solution is determined b
the form of the static energy, which it is convenient to represent as
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Wst5
~gmBStot!

2

8JNzs
2

~H–l2Hc!
21KsStot~ l–n!2, ~4!

wheren is the hard axis. Here the first term determines the interaction energy betwl
and the magnetic field, and the second term gives the anisotropy energy. This fo
makes it possible to represent clearly the character of the ground state of an unco
sated AFM as well as the scale of variation of the energy away from the ground stat~see
Fig. 1!. The vector l, directed along the generator of a cone with half-angleu0

5cos21(Hc /H) and axis in the direction ofH, l–H5Hc , corresponds to the minimum fo
the first term forH.Hc . The condition thatl lies in the easy plane,l'n, corresponds to
a minimum of the second term. Since a free particle becomes oriented so that the fiH
also lies in the easy plane, two directions formed by the intersection of the conel–H
5Hc and the easy planel–n50 correspond to the ground state forHc,H,He . The two
terms inWst become of the same order of magnitude in the field

H* 5
2s

gmB
S 2JNzKs

Stot
D 1/2

;HeS K

J D 1/2

.

For a compensated particle of a weakly anisotropic magnet, the case of interest
H* , just as that ofHc introduced above, is small compared toHe , though the ratio of
H* and Hc can be arbitrary. According to the estimates made in Ref. 5, for a fer
particleH* .Hc .

Exact instanton solutions can be constructed in the two limiting casesH@H* and
H!H* ~naturally, in the second case it is assumed thatHc,H, i.e., He!H* ). For H
@H* the interaction with the magnetic field is the determining factor, so thatl moves
near the conel–H5Hc , and the anisotropy creates a barrier through which tunne
occurs. In the opposite case,Hc,H!H* , l moves in the easy planel–n50 and the
magnetic field creates the barrier.

FIG. 1. Relative arrangement of the magnetic-field vectorH, the total-spin vectorS, and the vectorl in two
states~denoted as 1 and 2!. EP — easy plane, EC — easy cone, cosu05Hc /H.
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We start with the more interesting situation of weak anisotropyH@H* . In this case
the instanton trajectory will lie near the coneu5u0. We introduce the deviation from th
cone — the small angleq5u2u0 . In the leading order approximation inH* /H the
angleq can be expressed in terms ofw andẇ. Eliminatingu from Eq.~3!, we can write
an effective Lagrangian that depends only on one dynamical variable — the azim
anglew:

Leff52 i\Stotẇ1 i\Sex

Hc

H
ẇ2 i\Stot

H

He
S 12

Hc
2

H2D ẇ

1
\Stot

2gHe
sin2u0@ẇ2~119k2cot2u0!1~kgH* cosw!2#. ~5!

Herek54S1S2 /Stot
2 '1. In what follows we shall setk51. The correction 9cot2u0 to the

effective mass is due to the deviation of the trajectory away from the cone and con
contributions both from the gyroscopic interaction ofl with the field and from the un-
compensated spin. This correction predominates foru0!1 (H→Hc), which is possible if
Hc@H* , i.e., Sex/Stot@(K/J)1/2. In this case, as is well known,9 the dynamics is of a
ferromagnetic character. At the same time, atu0.p/2 (H@Hc) this correction is small,
which corresponds to the antiferromagnetic limit. SinceH@H* , this inequality means
that in the presence of a magnetic field antiferromagnetic dynamics can be realiz
any ratio ofHc andH* ~or, in other words, betweenSex/Stot andAK/J) and, as noted in
Ref. 9, the condition for it to be realized isSex/Stot!AKeff /J, where Keff5K
1(gmBH)2/8J.

It is easy to represent the instanton solutions for the Lagrangian~5! in the form

cosw56
1

coshVt
and V5

gH*
A119cot2u0

. ~6!

The Euclidean action for these solutions can be written as

Aeu5\~A6 iF!, ~7!

where

F52pStot1pSexS 2
Hc

H
2

H

Hc
D and A52Stot

H*
He

sin3 u0

A118cos2 u0

. ~8!

The tunneling rate is determined by the sum of the amplitudes corresponding to
instanton solutions@the 1 and2 signs in Eq.~7!#:

G58pVA1/2UcosFpSexS 2
Hc

H
2

H

Hc
21D GUexpS 22Stot

H*
He

sin3 u0

A118 cos2 u0
D , ~9!

where an unimportant term 2pStot has been dropped in the argument of the cosine.
real part of the action that is proportional to the total spin differs from the analog
expression for a pure AFM by a numerical factor that depends onu0 ~Ref. 7!. This factor
is of the order of unity foru0;1, and asu→0 (H→Hc) it approaches zero asu0

3 , i.e.,
as @(H2Hc)/Hc#

3/2. The phase term depends strongly on the magnetic fieldH. Charac-
teristically, the prohibition on tunneling that occurs for a compensated AFM with h
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integerSex is absent. The phase factorF increases monotonically withH, and the tran-
sition probability is an oscillatory function of the field with characteristic periodDH
5HcH

2@Sex(H
212Hc

2)#21, which depends on the magnitude of the field. ForH;Hc we
have DH.Hc /Sex, which can be small compared withHc . For ferretin particles
DH.1 kOe.

For Hc,H!H* the instanton trajectory lies in the easy plane, and there are
destructive interference effects. The correction to the instanton mass, analogo
9cot2u0 ~5!, is an infinitesimal of the order of (Hc /H* )2, and the dynamics is of an
antiferromagnetic character. The real part of the action is determined by the for
A252Stot(sinu02u0 cosu0)H/He. In the intermediate regionH;H* both the real and
imaginary parts ofl must be taken into account and an exact solution cannot be
structed, but it is not difficult to analyze the qualitative behavior of the tunneling p
ability. In this case, just as forH@H* , there exist two instanton trajectories for Rl
which pass inside the cone cosu5Hc /H and are symmetric relative to the easy plan
They correspond to the same values of ReAeu , and the values of ImAeu differ only in
sign. Therefore Eq.~9! is qualitatively applicable forH*H* as well.

This work is supported by a grant from the Ukrainian Fund for Fundamental Stu
2.4/27 ‘‘Tunnel’.’’
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Magnetically two-phase state in Eu 12xAxMnO3 „A5Ca, Sr…

A. I. Abramovich, R. V. Demin, L. I. Koroleva,* A. V. Michurin,
and A. I. Smirnitskaya
M. V. Lomonosov Moscow State University, 119899 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 28 December 1998; resubmitted 3 February 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.69, No. 5, 375–380~10 March 1999!

It is observed that low-temperature magnetic properties~dependence of
the magnetization on the cooling conditions and the presence of a maxi-
mum in the initial magnetic susceptibility! of Eu12xAxMnO3 ~A5Ca,
Sr; x50,0.3) samples are similar to those of spin glasses. However,
there are also substantial differences: The magnetization depends on the
cooling conditions right up to the maximum measurement fields
H545 kOe, and the temperature ofTN of the maximum of the initial
magnetic susceptibility is independent of the frequency of the ac mag-
netic field in which the susceptibility is measured. The magnetization
isotherms forT<TN are a superposition of a linear part, characteristic
for an antiferromagnet, and a small spontaneous part. For compositions
containing Sr a maximum of the resistivityr (rmax;108 V• cm! is
observed nearTN ; in a 120 kOe magnetic field this maximum is low-
ered by four orders of magnitude and the temperature of the maximum
is two times higher. In compositions withx50.3 the paramagnetic
Curie point is much higher than for the composition withx50:
u5110 K ~A5Ca!, 175 K ~A5Sr!, and2100 K (x50). These char-
acteristic features of the magnetic and electric properties are explained
by the existence of a magnetically two-phase state in this system, con-
sisting of ferromagnetic clusters, in which the charge carriers are con-
centrated, embedded in an insulating antiferromagnetic matrix.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00805-1#

PACS numbers: 75.60.Ej, 75.30.Cr, 75.30.Kz

In recent years interest in manganese oxide compounds with the perovskite str
and the chemical formula Re12xAxMnO3 ~Re5La and rare-earth elements; A5Ca, Sr,
Ba! has increased sharply because of the colossal magnetoresistance~CMR! observed in
some of them at room temperature. These materials have already found applica
diverse sensing devices. However, there is a difference of opinion as to the nature o
CMR ~see, e.g., the review articles1,2 and the references cited therein!. The problem is
that compared with ordinary magnetic semiconductors, where the CMR is explain
the existence of strongs–d exchange and the magnetically two-phase state induce
such exchange, the picture in manganites is more complicated because of the exist
the Jahn–Teller effect and the relative softness of the lattice, as a result of whic
lattice type changes under the action of a magnetic field, pressure, and temperatu
4040021-3640/99/69(5)/7/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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this basis a number of authors have advanced other hypotheses to explain the cha
istic features of the resistivityr and CMR in manganites, for example, a transition fro
hopping to polar type conductivity near the Curie pointTC , melting of a charge-ordered
state under the action of a magnetic field, and others. However, it should be note
just as in ordinary magnetic semiconductors the maxima ofr and CMR in manganites ar
observed nearTC , and the CMR consists in the suppression of the peak inr nearTC . It
is impossible to explain this experimental fact on the basis of the hypotheses ind
above. We propose that the characteristic features ofr and CMR in manganites nearTC

are of the same nature as in ordinary semiconductors, specifically, they are due to
s–d exchange and the magnetically two-phase state caused by such exchange.1 We shall
show this for Eu12xAxMnO3 ~A5Ca, Sr;x50, 0.3).

There are only a few works devoted to the study of this system.3–8 In these works it
was observed that compositions withx50, 0.3 (A5 Ca, Sr! and 0.42~A5 Sr! possess
semiconducto r-type conductivity and compositions with Ca and Sr possess a CM7,8

Thex50 composition is an antiferromagnet~with Néel temperatureTN'40 K! in which
ferromagnetic~FM! clusters are present. The volume of the FM phase increases
increasing Eu deficiency or O excess.5,6 The nature of the FM clusters is not discussed
Refs. 5 and 6. It is merely indicated that a large magnetic anisotropy exists inside th
clusters. In Refs. 5 and 7 it is hypothesized that a spin-glass~SG! state occurs in
Eu12xAxMnO3 ~A5Ca, Sr!.

To clarify the nature of the FM phase in Eu12xAxMnO3 ~A5Ca, Sr!, in the present
work we studied the temperature dependence of the magnetizationM in weak and strong
magnetic fields, the initial magnetic susceptibilityx in an ac magnetic field with fre-
quency ranging from 0.8 to 8 kHz, the paramagnetic susceptibility, the resistivityr, and
the magnetoresistanceDr/r. The production of ceramic samples withx50 and 0.3 and
their analysis and crystal structure are described in Ref. 8. The magnetization me
ments were performed by the ballistic method; the initial magnetic susceptibility in a
magnetic field with frequency from 0.8 to 8 kHz was measured with a F-5063 ferrom
and the paramagnetic susceptibility was measured using a balance~weighing! method
with electromagnetic compensation. The electric resistance was measured by a
probe method, using a Keithley-182 nanovoltmeter with 19 g•V input resistance; indium
contacts to the sample were made using an ultrasonic solderer.

It was found that for all compositions studied the low-temperature magnetiza
depends on the conditions under which the sample is cooled. As an example, th
perature dependence of the magnetization in the weak magnetic fieldH558 Oe for a
Eu0.7Ca0.3MnO3 sample is displayed in Fig. 1. TheM (T) curve of a sample cooled in
zero magnetic field possesses a maximum in a weak field 58 Oe at temperatureTf , while
there is no maximum on theM (T) curve of the sample cooled in this field~the magne-
tization was measured with cooling in a nonzero field! and the magnetization increase
monotonically with decreasing temperature. The magnetization at 4.2 K for a sa
cooled in a nonzero field reaches values which are approximately an order of mag
greater than the value ofM for the sample cooled in a zero magnetic field. It is evid
from the inset in Fig. 1 that the sample cooled in a nonzero field has a magnetiz
hysteresis loop shifted along theH axis, while for the sample cooled in a zero field t
hysteresis loop is essentially symmetric. The magnetic properties presented above
ingly attest to the existence of a cluster SG state or superparamagnetism beloTf .
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However, in this case the magnetization of the sample cooled in a nonzero field s
not depend onT for T,Tf , if the size of the magnetic clusters does not change w
temperature, which is usually the case for a SG. The observed sharp increase inM with
decreasingT indicates the opposite, specifically, that the magnetic clusters increa
size rapidly with decreasingT. The results of the measurements of the initial magn
susceptibility in an ac magnetic field showed that a sharp maximum is observed o
x(T) curves at a temperatureTN , which does not depend on the frequency of the
magnetic field. As an example, thex(T) curves for Eu0.7Ca0.3MnO3 are displayed in Fig.
2. The curves were obtained at different frequencies of the ac magnetic field. It is ev
from the figure thatTN does not depend on the indicated frequency. It should be n
that the temperaturesTN andTf are the same for the composition EuMnO3 ~41 K! and are
different for the other two compositions, specifically,TN552 K and Tf528 K for
Eu0.7Sr0.3MnO3, andTN565.5 K andTf539 K for Eu0.7Ca0.3MnO3.

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the magnetization of Eu0.7Ca0.3MnO3 in a weak magnetic field. Inset
Hysteresis loop of a Eu0.7Sr0.3MnO3 sample cooled in nonzero and zero fields.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the initial magnetic susceptibility for Eu0.7Ca0.3MnO3 with various
frequencies of the ac magnetic field.
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Magnetization measurements in high fields, right up to 45 kOe, showed tha
M (H) curves obtained after the sample was cooled in a zero field are a superposit
the linear part, characteristic for an antiferromagnet, and a spontaneous magneti
This is seen clearly in Fig. 3, which shows the magnetization isotherms
Eu0.7Sr0.3MnO3. The following interesting fact is observed under these conditions.
one can see from Fig. 4, a maximum remains on theM (T) curves for Eu0.7Sr0.3MnO3

cooled in a zero field to 4.2 K right up to maximum measurement field 45 kOe, anTf

decreases slightly with increasing field. At the same time, there is no such maximu
the sample cooled in the presence of a nonzero field. The magnetization at the ma
for compositions with Ca and Sr is smaller than the value corresponding to tota
ordering in the sample, specifically, in a 45 kOe field it is 75% of the latter. The t
perature dependence of the paramagnetic susceptibility of the compositions EuM3,
Eu0.7Ca0.3MnO3, and Eu0.7Sr0.3MnO3 follows the Curie–Weiss law. The paramagne
Curie temperaturesu are2100, 110, and 175 K, respectively.

FIG. 3. Magnetization isotherms of Eu0.7Sr0.3MnO3.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the magnetization of an Eu0.7Sr0.3MnO3 sample in various magnetic fields
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The temperature dependence of the resistivity of Eu0.7Sr0.3MnO3 possesses a max
mum nearTN ~Fig. 5!. The resistivityr reaches 108 V•cm at the maximum. As one ca
see from Fig. 5, which also shows the effect of an external magnetic field onr, under the
action of a magnetic field the maximum on ther(T) curve decreases and shifts in th
direction of higher temperatures. Thus, in a 140 kOe fieldrmax decreased by;4 orders
of magnitude, i.e., CMR was observed. However, the temperature dependencer(T),
measured both in the presence and absence of a magnetic field, at low temperatur
a semiconductor character andr>103 V•cm. The very large shift of the temperature
rmax should also be noted: In a 140 kOe field it is observed at 110 K, which is app
mately twice the value ofTN . In Eu0.7Ca0.3MnO3 we also observed a maximum, simila
to that shown in Fig. 5, on ther(T) curve, but we could not determine the effect of
magnetic field on this curve because of the large fluctuations of the current flo
through the sample. The reason for these fluctuations is unclear to us. In any cas
are not due to the quality of the contacts.

The magnetic and electric properties presented above show that an insulating
netically two-phase state1 is present in the compositions studied: In antiferromagn
~AFM! semiconductors, because of the gain in thes2d exchange energy, charge carrie
are localized in FM microregions in an insulating AFM matrix. Such FM droplets exis
at temperaturesT>0 and break down under heating in the regionT>TN . The charge
carriers, which atT,TN are located in FM droplets, become free. This is manifested
a sharp drop inr with a further increase ofT. For this reason, features are also observ
on ther(T) curves in this temperature range. In a magnetic field the volume of the
clusters increases, which facilitates tunneling of charge carriers between clusters.
over, a magnetic field orients the magnetic moments of the clusters along the field,
also facilitates tunneling of charge carriers. Finally, a magnetic field increases the k
energy of the electrons inside FM clusters and thereby facilitates tunneling of elec
and promotes breakdown of the clusters. This can explain the CMR and the charac
features inr in doped antiferromagnetic EuMnO3 ~Fig. 5!.

The FM clusters are also the reason that the low-temperature magnetic prop

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the resistivity of an Eu0.7Sr0.3MnO3 sample in various magnetic fields.
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depend on the thermomagnetic history of the sample~Fig. 1!. The rapid growth of the
magnetization with decreasing temperature of a sample cooled in a nonzero field
cates that the FM clusters increase in size, which is also characteristic for an insu
magnetically two-phase state. This fact cannot be explained on the basis of spin-gla
superparamagnetism models, in which the indicated magnetization is esse
temperature-independent belowTf ~Ref. 9!. The displacement of the hysteresis loop o
sample cooled in a nonzero field should be specially noted~inset in Fig. 1!. Such shifted
hysteresis loops have been observed by Meiklejohn and Bean in partially oxidize
and were attributed to an exchange interaction between the FM Co particles and the
CoO particles.10 At high temperatures the magnetic anisotropy of the AFM part of
sample is low, and the AFM vector orients the magnetic moments of the Co par
along its direction. On cooling to low temperatures the magnetic anisotropy of the
part of the sample increases rapidly and very high, oppositely directed fields are re
to reverse the magnetization of the AFM part of the sample. However, when the mag
field applied in a direction opposite to the magnetization of the sample is strong en
to break the exchange coupling of the FM and AFM parts of the sample, the magn
tion of the FM part of the sample is reversed but the AFM vector is not reversed. A
field decreases, the magnetization of the sample abruptly changes direction and be
oriented in a direction opposite to the field, and it reaches its previous value.
happens when the energy of the magnetic field becomes less than the exchange en
the FM and AFM parts of the sample. At the present time, the hysteresis loops des
above are considered to be one of the proofs for an SG state in the material.9 At the same
time, this phenomenon can be explained only for cluster SGs and cannot be explain
an ideal SG consisting of individual spins. Kouvel attempted to explain, just as desc
above, the displaced hysteresis loops that he observed in the SGs CuMn and AgMn11 He
was forced to assume that the distribution of Mn atoms in the sample is nonunifo
these materials: He assumed the Mn-depleted regions to be FM and the Mn-en
regions AFM. In light of this, the displaced hysteresis loops should be one of the
cations of an insulating magnetically two-phase state, as was observed in the p
work.

Apparently, the sharp maximum which is measured in the temperature depen
of x in an ac magnetic field and which does not depend on the frequency of this
~Fig. 2! indicates AFM ordering in the main matrix. The temperature of the indica
maximum in this case is the Ne´el temperature. This temperature cannot be the free
temperature of the SG, since the latter ordinarily depends on the measur
frequency.9 The maximum in theM (T) curves, which were obtained after the samp
was cooled in a zero field~Figs. 1 and 4!, atT5Tf likewise attests to the presence of F
clusters in the sample. The temperatureTf corresponds to the blocking temperature
these clusters, if they do not interact with one another~analog of superparamagnetism!, or
the freezing temperature, if an interaction exists between them~analog of a cluster SG!.
In both cases this temperature should decrease with increasing magnetic field,9 as we
observed~Fig. 4!. The fact that, as one can see from Fig. 3, the magnetization isoth
are a superposition of a linear part, characteristic for an antiferromagnet, and a
spontaneous part, which can easily originate from FM droplets, also indicates a ma
cally two-phase state. The rapid increase ofu in compositions with Ca and Sr as com
pared withu for EuMnO3 attests to a large contribution of FM exchange to the to
exchange in the sample, which, probably occurs from FM clusters. As indicated a
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the temperature at which the FM droplets are destroyed is close toTN ,1 and an external
magnetic field increases the temperature at which this occurs. This is due to the fa
a magnetic field is intensified near impurities bys–d exchange and thereby impede
thermal destruction of FM droplets.1 Indeed, the transition into a paramagnetic state
the M (T) curves~Fig. 4! strongly depends on the magnitude of the magnetic field
which it occurs: In the fieldH50.5 kOe atT;30 K, and in the fieldH545 kOe the
transition is strongly broadened and is still not complete atT555 K. As a result of this,
the maximum on ther(T) curves shifts in the direction of higher temperatures~Fig. 5!.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research, P
No. 96-15-96429. We are grateful to Ya. M. Mukovski� for preparing and analyzing th
samples and for measuring the temperature dependence of the resistivity.
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Role of the curvature of atomic layers in electron field
emission from graphitic nanostructured carbon

A. N. Obraztsov, A. P. Volkov, and I. Yu. Pavlovski 
M. V. Lomonosov Moscow State University, 119899 Moscow, Russia

A. L. Chuvilin, N. A. Rudina, and V. L. Kuznetsov
G. K. Boreskov Institute of Catalysis, Russian Academy of Sciences,
630090 Novosibirsk, Russia

~Submitted 3 February 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.69, No. 5, 381–386~10 March 1999!

Layers of oriented carbon nanotubes and nanometer-size plate-shaped
graphite crystallites are obtained by chemical vapor deposition in a
glow-discharge plasma. A structural–morphological investigation of a
carbon material consisting of nanotubes and nanocrystallites is per-
formed, and the field-emission properties of the material are also inves-
tigated. It is shown that electron field emission is observed in an elec-
tric field with average intensity equal to or greater than 1.5 V/mm. The
low fields giving rise to electron emission can be explained by a de-
crease in the electronic work function as a result of the curvature of the
atomic layers of graphitic carbon. ©1999 American Institute of Phys-
ics. @S0021-3640~99!00905-6#

PACS numbers: 79.70.1q, 73.61.Tm, 81.15.Gh, 36.40.2c

Carbon is well known for its capability of existing in various polymorphic mod
cations~diamond, graphite, carbyne! differing by the type of interatomic bonds.1 Another
remarkable feature of carbon is that nanometer-size clusters distinguished by a re
able diversity of geometric forms can be formed by atoms bound with one an
predominantly by a graphitic type bond.2 Such nanostructured clusters include, spec
cally, fullerenes and carbon nanotubes, which have become well-known in recent
because of a variety of unique properties. One such property manifested by c
nanotubes is the extremely low electric field~E! in which electron field emission is
observed experimentally.3–6 For nanotubes this value is more than four orders of mag
tude lower than the fieldsE5106– 107 V/cm in which electron field emission is observe
in typical metals and semiconductors.7

Ordinarily, such a large decrease of the average field intensityE is explained by a
local enhancement of the field on the surfaces of tips, such as individual nanotub
simple estimate shows that the emitting region does not exceed fractions of a nano
in size, which is much smaller than the minimum diameter of nanotubes~about 1 nm!.
Various models taking account of, to one degree or another, the possibility tha
emitting region decreases in size and the emitter length increases, are proposed to
this contradiction. A typical example is Ref. 4, where it is supposed that chains of ca
4110021-3640/99/69(5)/7/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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atoms can form at the end of an emitting carbon nanotube. The authors suppose th
atom in the chain is the source of the field-emitted electrons. The emission cu
density is found to be higher than the maximum possible density for field emis
1010– 1011 A/cm2, above which explosive breakdown of the emitter is observed eve
values only slightly higher than the limit.8

In the present letter an alternative explanation of the decrease in the field inte
required for electron field emission from carbon nanotubes and other clusters of gra
carbon is proposed on the basis of an analysis of the experimental data obtain
investigating the field emission from carbon films deposited using a novel method.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

The experimental samples of carbon films were obtained by chemical vapor d
sition of carbon from a dc-discharge-activated mixture of methane and hydrogen
equipment used for this is described in detail in Ref. 9. The films were deposited
25325 mm KÉF 4.5 ~100! silicon substrate. The methane concentration was about
and the substrate temperature was about 1050 °C.

The phase composition of the films obtained was investigated using Raman sc
ing ~RS! spectroscopy and electron diffraction. The structural–morphological featur
the films were analyzed using a JEM-4000EX high-resolution transmission electro
croscope. To obtain an image of the structure of the near-surface layers of the c
films with high resolution, samples were prepared in the form of wedge-shaped ch
the silicon substrate with the film. When such a sample was arranged so that the a
the electron beam of the microscope was parallel to the substrate plane, the film
ments remaining on the sharp tip were thin enough so that an image of their stru
could be obtained ‘‘in transmission.’’

The investigation of field emission consisted in measuring the current–voltage
acteristics~IVCs! of the emitter in the vacuum-diode regime. The minimum detec
current of emitted electrons was several picoamperes. The measurements were pe
in an approximately 1026 torr vacuum. To determine the density distribution of t
emitting centers over the surface of the film, we used an anode in the form of a glass
with an electrically conducting transparent layer of tin oxide on which a cathodolum
phor had been deposited.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Two lines were observed in the RS spectra of the experimental carbon films
relatively intense and narrow line at about 1580 cm21 and a much weaker line at abou
1350 cm21. Such spectra are characteristic for various graphitic materials, inclu
polycrystalline graphite itself10 or, for example, multiwall carbon tubes.11,12 These RS-
spectroscopy data, already discussed in our recent publications, just as the res
electron diffraction investigations,13,14 make it possible to conclude only that the film
obtained consist of nanometer-size clusters of graphitic carbon.

More complete information about the structural features of the carbon films prep
using the method described above was obtained with a high-resolution electron m
scope. Figure 1a shows a typical image, obtained using a transmission electron
scope, of a near-surface layer of the film. It is evident from this image that needle-sh
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formations, ranging in diameter at the base from several to hundreds of nanomete
up to several microns long, oriented predominantly perpendicular to the substrat
present on the film surface. An enlarged image of a fragment of one such formati
shown in Fig. 1b, from which it follows that this fragment consists of several coa
cylindrical layers of atoms with an interlayer distance of about 0.34 nm, equal to
interplanar distance in crystalline graphite and carbon nanotubes.

It is also evident from Fig. 1a that, besides carbon nanotubes, the surface of th
contains a large number of plate-shaped formations, which electron diffrac
investigations13,14 show to be graphite crystallites several nanometers thick. In s
cases such platelike crystallites form structures similar to the one shown in Fig.
characteristic feature of these crystallites is the presence of a large number of se
with a curved surface.

The results of the investigation of electron field emission from the carbon fi
examined above are presented in Fig. 3 in the form of an IVC for a vacuum diod
which the cathode consisted of a carbon film on a silicon substrate and the anode
sisted of a 20 mm in diameter tungsten disk. The cathode–anode distance was 15mm.
The IVC presented in Fig. 3 is plotted in Fowler–Nordheim coordinates, and its li
character reflects the correspondence between the observed curve and the well-
relation for electron field emission~see, for example, Refs. 4 and 7!

I 5A~bV!2exp~2Bw3/2/bV!, ~1!

whereA51.431022 andB56.83109 for current densityI in A/m2 and effective energy
barrier for electrons at the emitter–vacuum boundary~effective work function! w in
electron volts;V is the voltage~in volts! applied between the anode and the cathode. T
quantityb is given byb5b* d, whered is the anode–cathode distance in meters andb*
characterizes the local enhancement of the electric field because of the geometric fo

FIG. 1. Electron micrograph of a section of the film surface consisting of oriented carbon nanotubes~a! and a
micrograph, obtained with large magnification, of a fragment of one nanotube~b!.
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the emitter surface. For a flat cathodeb* 51, while for a cathode in the form of a tip o
heighth and radius of curvaturer at the end, to a good approximation,b* 5h/r ~Ref. 4!.

Using the electron micrographs~see Fig. 1!, we estimated the geometric field en
hancement factor for nanotubes as 100,b* ,1000. Substituting this value into Eq.~1!
makes it possible to estimate from the slope of the IVC in Fig. 3 the effective w
function w, which is found to be in the range 0.5–2 eV, which is much lower than
characteristic value for graphite, which is 5 eV.5,15 As we have pointed out previously,13

the decrease in the work function could be due to a modification of the electronic
figuration of the carbon atoms located at the edge of the atomic layer in graphitic clu
However, the results presented above, obtained with a high-resolution electron m
scope, show that the presence of bends in the atomic layers in such clusters co
more important.

For atoms located near a bend in a layer, the electronic configuration should a
modified as a result of a change in the degree of overlap of thepp electronic orbitals
oriented perpendicular to the plane of the layer. This is shown schematically in Fig
Moreover, thermodynamic considerations16 show that the presence of an atomic layer
carbon atoms with dangling bonds at the edge13 is less favorable than the formation o
arc-shaped structures closing the edges of the parallel layers of graphitic carbon~Fig. 4b!.
We observed a similar behavior of graphitic carbon in an investigation of the graph
tion of polycrystalline diamond.17

The change in the degree of overlap ofpp electronic orbitals of atoms near a ben
can be accompanied by a change in the type of hybridization of electronic bonds
graphitic (sp2) to diamondlike (sp3).16 The spectrum of the electronic states of su

FIG. 2. Electron micrograph of a section of the film surface consisting of plate-shaped graphite nanocrys
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carbon atoms will be determined byp electrons similarly to the manner in which th
occurs in another carbon material — diamond. The degree of delocalization of the
responding energy levels can be quite high because atoms whose electronic config
is modified as a result of an bend form macroscopically large regions on the surfac
clusters. The electronic properties of these atoms have a greater similarity to dia
than graphite. Specifically, their spectrum of electronic states should contain levels

FIG. 3. Typical current–voltage characteristic in Fowler–Nordheim coordinates for a vacuum diode w
carbon-film field-emission cathode.

FIG. 4. Schematic representation of a bent layer of carbon atoms~a! and bent layers at the edges of graph
crystallites~b!.
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rated by an energy gap close in width to the band gap in diamond~5.5 eV!, as shown in
the band diagram in Fig. 5. Just as in diamond~or other wide-gap materials!, the
‘‘conduction-band’’ bottom~the levelE1 in Fig. 5! of the modified carbon material nea
a bend can be expected to lie quite close to the electron level in vacuum (Evac). It is
obvious that the thickness of a layer of such atoms, which is equal to 1–2 interp
distances in graphite~0.34 nm!, is tunneling transparent to electrons, which will b
injected into the ‘‘conduction band’’ under the action of a corresponding electric fi
The barrier height for electrons emitted into vacuum (Evac2E1; see Fig. 5! will be much
lower than for graphite.

The foregoing considerations are all applicable not only to the region of a ben
the atomic layers at the edges of graphitic clusters but also for bends formed in a dif
manner, for example, as a result of the formation of nanotubes or folds on the surfa
plate-shaped nanocrystallites~see Figs. 1 and 2!. The radius of curvature of these regio
for which the above-described decrease of the energy barrier for emitted electrons
observed can vary wide limits. The total area of such regions on the surface of c
films can be quite large, but only the electrons that are located on the clusters prot
above the film surface will participate in electron field emission.

In summary, the large decrease in the electric field required for field emission
films of nanostructured graphitic carbon could be due to the combined effect of
factors:~i! a local enhancement of the electric field on the geometric features of the fi
consisting of nanostructured graphitic carbon, and~ii ! a decrease of the effective heig
of the energy barrier for electrons escaping from the film surface near a bend i
corresponding atomic layers.

This work was supported in part by the Federal Target Program ‘‘Integrats
~Project No. K1129! and by INTAS~Grant No. 1997–1700!.
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FIG. 5. Energy band diagram for a near-surface region of a film of graphitic material.
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Weak collapse in the nonlinear Schro ¨ dinger equation

Yu. N. Ovchinnikov
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It is shown that there exists a three-parameter family of exact solutions
of the nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation that lead to weak collapse.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!01005-1#

PACS numbers: 03.65.Ge, 02.30.Jr

The nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation

i
]c

]t
1Dc1ucu2sc50, ~1!

wherec is a scalar function ind-dimensional space andD is the Laplacian operator
arises in a number of physical problems. Such an equation has been obtained in
physics and nonlinear optics.1–3 The nonlinear term in Eq.~1! corresponds to attraction
As a result, for anys.0 the uniform statec5aexp(ia2st) is unstable with respect to
infinitesimal disturbances. The dispersion relation isv25K2(K222sa2s), c5(a
1dc)exp(ia2t). Solutions of Eq.~1! that have a singular point at a finite timet0 exist for
sd.2.

Equation~1! conserves the total number of particles and the total energy. The en
EV and the number of particlesNV in a volumeV are given by the expressions

EV5
1

2EV
ddr H u¹cu22

1

11s
ucu2(11s)J , NV5E

V
ddr ucu2, ¹[grad. ~2!

The equations~1! and~2! determine the following expression for the particle flux dens
j n and the energy flux densityj E :

j n5 i ~c¹c* 2c* ¹c!, j E52
1

2 S ¹c*
]c

]t
1

]c*

]t
¹c D . ~3!

We shall seek the collapsing solutions of Eq.~1! in a spherically symmetric form

c~r ,t !5lnw~rl!exp~ ix~r,t !!, ~4!

wherel[l(t), w is a real function, andn is a numerical parameter.

The condition that the total particle flux through a spherical surface of radiur
equals the change in the particle numberNV inside a sphere gives an equation for t
phasex:
4180021-3640/99/69(5)/5/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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22
]x~r,t !

]r
5

r

l

]l

]t
1

2n2d

w2~y!

1

yd21

1

l2

]l

]t E
0

y

dy yd21w2~y!, ~5!

wherey5rl. We find from Eqs.~2!, ~3!, and~4!

EV5
a

2E0

r

dr rd21H w2l2nS ]x

]r D 2

1l2n12~w8!22
l2n(11s)

11s
w2(11s)J ,

]EV

]t
5al2nrd21H ~nw1yw8!w8

]l

]t
1

]x

]t

]x

]r
w2J . ~6!

The prime in Eqs.~6! denotes the derivative]/]y, a52pd/2/G(d/2) is the coefficient in
the expression for the ‘‘area’’ of a spherical surfaceS(r)5ard21, andG(x) is Euler’s
gamma function. In order that all terms in Eqs.~5! and ~6! have the same time depen
dence fornÞd/2 the following conditions must be satisfied:

ns51, x~r,t !5x0~ t !1x̃~rl!,

1

l3

]l

]t
5const;

]x0

]t
;

1

l

]l

]t
. ~7!

From Eqs.~7! we find

l5
C

At02t
, x0~ t !52

C1

2
ln~ t02t !,

1

l3

]l

]t
5

1

2C2
,

]x0

]t
5

C1l2

2C2
, ~8!

whereC, C1 , andt0 are constants.

Let us now consider the physically more interesting cased53, s51. The general
case of arbitrary values of$d,s% will be considered separately. Substituting expressi
~8!, Eq. ~6! for the phasex̃ assumes the form

x̃81
1

4C2 S y2
1

y2w2 E0

y

dy y2w2D 50. ~9!

The modulusw satisfies the equation

1

y2

]

]y S y2
]w

]y D1w32
w

2C2
~C11yx̃8!2w~x̃8!250. ~10!

We note that any solution of the system of equations~9! and~10! is an exact solution of
the nonlinear equation~1!. Let

Z5E
0

y

dy y2w2. ~11!

A simple relation between the functionZ and the functionsw andx̃ follows from Eqs.~9!
and ~11!:

w5
AZ8

y
, x̃852

yZ82Z

4C2Z8
, x̃~y!5const2

1

4C2 E0

y

dy
yZ82Z

Z8
. ~12!
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Substituting the expressions forw and x̃ from Eq. ~12! into Eq. ~10! we obtain a single
ordinary differential equation for the functionZ:

Z-2
~Z9!2

2Z8
1

2~Z8!2

y2
2

1

C2 S C1Z82
y

4C2
~yZ82Z!D 2

~yZ82Z!2

8C4Z8
50. ~13!

In the regiony!1 we obtain from Eq.~13!

Z~y!5Ay31
y5

15S 3AC1

2C2
29A2D 1 . . . , ~14!

where A.0 is an arbitrary constant. In the regiony@1 the asymptotic solution o
Eq. ~13! is

Z5By2
2BC2C1

y
1

2BC4

y3
~B22C1

2!1 . . . ~15!

The equation~13! admits the existence of poles of the form

Z52
2y0

2

y02y
. ~16!

However, forA.0 it is impossible to reach such a pole. It also follows from Eq.~13! that
the functionZ8 does not vanish fory.0. Since in the limity→` the only possible

FIG. 1. The functionsw and x̃8 for the parameters$A,C,C1%5$4,2,2%.
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asymptotic solution of Eq.~13! is determined~for A.0) by Eq. ~14!, there exists a
three-parameter family of functionsw(y) that give a solution of Eq.~1!. These param-
eters are$A,C,C1%.

The region of physical collapse is always bounded. Let

w̃~r!5H w~r! for y,y* ,

0 for y.y* .
~17!

The pointy* must be chosen so that

w~0!@w~y* !. ~18!

For the appropriate choice of the parameters$A,C,C1% the condition~18! can be satisfied
even if y* &1. The functionw(y) for this choice of the parameters$A,C,C1% possesses
a deep minimum, whose position must be taken as the pointy* . Cutting the solution off
at the pointy* will lead to the appearance of a weak outgoing wavec1(r,t), whose
smallness is determined by the inequality~18!. Figures 1 and 2 show the values
functionsw(y) and x̃(y) for two sets of parameters:$A,C,C1%5$4,2,2% — Fig. 1 and
$A,C,C1%5$3,1,1% — Fig. 2. The ratiow(0)/w(y* ) for the parameters in Fig. 1 is
w(0)/w(y* )571.3 andy* 52.26 .

The collapsing solution of Eq.~1! is given by the expression

c~r ,t !5lw̃~rl!expH 2
iC1

2
ln~ t02t !1 i x̃~rl!J 1c1~r,t !, ~19!

FIG. 2. The functionsw and x̃8 for the parameters$A,C,C1%5$3,1,1%.
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where the functionc1(r,t) is the solution of the linear equation

i
]c1

]t
1Dc112ucu2c11c2c12

iy* w~y* !

2~ t02t !
dS r2

y*

l Deix(r,t)

2
lw~y* !

r2

]

]r S r2dS r2
y*

l Deix(r,t)D50 ~20!

with the initial conditionc1(r* ,t)50, wheret* is the moment at which collapse start

Investigation of the stability of the solution~19! and the conditions under which th
functionc1(r,t) remains a small correction to expressions~4! and~19! falls outside the
scope of this letter. Weak collapse has been studied in Refs. 4 and 5.

A collapsing solution arises in a bounded region of space, and an initial distrib
of a special form must be produced in order for a singularity to arise. In nume
simulation or in real physical objects, collapse will arise from fluctuations that lea
collapse and which appear with a probability close to the maximum value.

I thank S. P. Novikov, A. B. Shabat, and E. A. Kuznetsov for a discussion of
results and for valuable remarks.
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A recurrence relation leading to a probability distribution of microstates
at different hierarchical levels of a nonadditive statistical system is
examined~for the upper level the relation reduces to the Tsallis distri-
bution @C. Tsallis, Physica A221, 227 ~1995!#!. The processes leading
to the formation and decay of a hierarchical statistical ensemble are
described. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~99!01105-6#

PACS numbers: 05.70.2a, 05.20.2y

The generalized Gibbs distribution

Pq~e!}@12~12q!b«#1/(12q), ~1!

which reduces to the ordinary exponential form in the limitq→1 (b is the reciprocal of
the temperature and« is the microstate energy!, has been under wide discussion in rece
years~see Ref. 1 and the references cited therein!. This distribution is obtained by the
standard variational procedure for the generalized entropy

Sq5~q21!21S 12(
«

Pq~«! D
under the conditions

(
«

P~«!51, ^«&q[(
«

«Pq~«!5const.

A generalization of this kind is used in Ref. 2 to construct a theory of multifra
sets. According to Ref. 3, the distribution~1! corresponds to scale-invariant statistic
systems whose phase space exhibits a fractal structure, and the corresponding st
ensemble is hierarchically subordinated. We shall consider below a modified Fok
Planck equation, whose solution leads to a distribution over hierarchical levels, o
topmost level of which the relation~1! obtains.

For self-similar systems the numberNk of nodes at the levelk51,2,. . . ,km of a
hierarchical tree can be represented by a power lawNk5ka, 0,a,1 ~see Ref. 4!. The
functionU(P)5«Pq, with «.0 and 0,q,1, will give the coupling between the neigh
boring levels. The recurrence relation5
4230021-3640/99/69(5)/4/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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Pk215Pk1Nk
21U~Pk! ~2!

relates probabilitiesPk of the realization of states at different hierarchical levelsk. In the
continuum approximation (1!k!km) the solution is

Pk}S 12
12q

12a
«k12aD 1/(12q)

. ~3!

For a complete ensemble corresponding to the upper levelk51, the distribution~3!
reduces to the distribution~1! if «[(12a)b«. As k increases, the probabilityPk , as
expected, decreases. The moments of the distribution~3!

^kn&q[E
1

km
knPk

qdk, n51,2, . . .

have the form

^kn&q5A~~12q!b«!2n/(12a)E
x1

x2
x(n1a)/(12a)~12x!q/(12q)dx, ~4!

wherex15(12q)b«, x25x1km
12a@x1, and the normalization constantA is determined

by the condition

AE
x1

x2
xa/(12a)~12x!q/(12q)dx[^k0&q51.

In the limit a→1, corresponding to a degenerate hierarchical tree for which only
node branches at each level, the expression (12a)21k12a in the distribution~3! becomes
( j 21)21 ln k, wherej .1 is the branching index. For a regular tree, each node of wh
undergoes a constant branchingj, one hasNk5 j k, and the indicated expression is r
placed by2 j 2k/ ln j ~Ref. 5!.

It is not difficult to see that in the continuum limit 1!k!km the finite-difference
equation~3! can be put into the form of the conditionJk50 for the generalized flux
Jk5FkPk2Dk(]Pk /]k), given by the effective forceFk52«Pk

q21[2q21(]U/]Pk)
and the diffusion coefficientDk[Nk . Hence it follows that expression~3! is a stationary
solution of the Fokker–Planck equation]Pk /]t1]Jk /]k50 ~where t is the time! de-
scribing diffusion along the nodes of a hierarchical tree. In the self-similar regime, w
the behavior of the system is determined by the time dependencekc(t) of the character-
istic level of the hierarchy 1<kc<km , the distributionPk(t) is a homogeneous functio
Pk(t)5kc

a(t)p(k), where k[k/kc .4 The normalization condition gives the expone
a521, and substitution into the Fokker–Planck equation giveskc

q}t and an integral
equation for the functionp(k) @for q51 the latter, as expected, gives an exponen
function for p(k)].6 Thus, as time passes, increasingly deeper hierarchical le
k;t1/q, which are realized with probabilityPk(t)}t21/q, become important in the behav
ior of the self-similar system.

The fact that the characteristic value ofkc(t) increases monotonically with time
makes it possible to use the hierarchical level numberk as an effective time. The relatio
~2! appears not as the first integral of the Fokker–Planck equation but rather a
equation of motion for the renormalized probability 0,xk,`. To introduce the latter we
shall examine a self-similar hierarchical system corresponding to a homogeneous
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chical tree~we note that previously the condition of self-similarity was imposed on
state distribution in phase space, while here it characterizes an ultrametric space in
the hierarchically subordinated statistical ensembles are distributed!. For such a system
we can write4 Pk5jkxk[ j 2k/Dxk , where the similarity parameterj,1 is determined by
the fractal dimensionD5 ln j/ln j21, which in turn is related with the parameterq, used
above, by the equationq512D ~Ref. 5!. As a result, expression~2! assumes the form o
the Landau–Khalatnikov equation

]xk

]k
52

]V

]xk
, V~x![

«

11q
x11q2

ln j

2~12q!
x2. ~5!

The effective potential V(x) possesses a maximum at the pointxc5@(1
2q)«/ ln j#1/(12q), which recedes to infinity asq→1. According to Eq.~5!, to include the
lower levels of the hierarchy the system must overcome a barrier of heightVc5«(1
2«/2)xc

11q/(11q), after whichxk will grow without bound with increasing numberk of
the hierarchical level. We note that such a transition to a self-reproducing hiera
regime is possible only for nonadditive systems (qÞ1), and the minimum barrier heigh
corresponds to the caseq50, for which the coupling between the levelsU(P)5« is
maximum. In the limitxk@xc the quadratic term makes the main contribution to
potential V(x) and the solution of Eq.~5! assumes the simple formxk5P` j k/(12q),
whereP` is an integration constant. The initial probabilityPk[ j 2k/Dxk5P` becomes
independent of the level in the hierarchy. Although the calculations performed a
pertain to a homogeneous hierarchical tree, there is hope that, qualitatively, the c
sion that the transition to a self-reproducing hierarchy is of an activational characte
remain unchanged.

Stochastic effects are important before and after a hierarchical structure is fo
Their influence can be taken into account by adding to Eq.~5! white noise with intensity
Q that does not reduce to the temperatureb21. These effects give rise to fluctuatio
activation above the barrierVc , resulting in nucleation of a hierarchical structure in tim
T5t exp(Vc /Q), wheret is the relaxation scale. At the same time, after a timetm5T
1tkm

q has elapsed, these fluctuations integrate the ensembles corresponding to d
nodes of the hierarchical tree. Assuming that the barriers separating these ensemb
determined by the expressionFk2D, F.0, andD512q, the formation time of a single
ensemble at thekth hierarchical level istk5t exp$(F/Q)k2D%. The total probability that
a hierarchical system decays at timet is

Pq~ t !5(
k

Pk
qe2t/t

k.

Then, using the method of steepest descent, it is easy to see that the terms determ
the equationt exp$2(F/Q)k2D%'(q/D)(12q)21(Q/F)k11D make the maximum contribu
tion to the sum indicated. At moderate timest,t,tm , when the exponential reduces
1, we obtain a solution of the self-similar typek22q}t, which corresponds to an expo
nential functionPq(t). In the limit t@tm we havek2D'(Q/F)ln t, and the decay prob
ability of a hierarchical system grows logarithmically with time

Pq~ t !}F12
12q

12a S F

Q D (12a)/(12q)

«S ln
t

t D 2(12a)/(12q)Gq/(12q)

. ~6!
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This is the stage that corresponds to the formation of a single thermodynamic ens
characterized by the Gibbs distribution.
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